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INTRODUCTION
The Cultural Heritage Working Group (CHWG) of the Australian Alps Liaison Committee (AALC)
commissioned these guidelines to assist parks staff make decisions about cultural landscape management, when
faced with juggling priorities for action, or when faced with conflicting advice. Often in the past, staff have not
been in a position to consider conservation options for a range of park components.
This document is intended to be used as a reference guide for managing cultural heritage at various scales in
Alps parks landscapes.
Parks staff will get best value from the guidelines by reading them and becoming familiar with the concepts,
and by referring to them in the course of everyday duties. They are best kept within easy reach of the work
desk, or stored in the tools of the trade' library collection, in the Service vehicle.
The material provided in this guide is not intended to give you 'cook-book' or 'right' answers for any particular
landscape - rather, it offers a number of principles, concepts and processes to help you make decisions about
managing Alps parks cultural landscapes more effectively.
The booklet is organised in five parts:
Part 1: A discussion of the concept of cultural landscapes
Part 2: A review of cultural landscape types in the Australian Alps National Parks
Part 3: Overview of the processes involved in identification, assessment and management of cultural landscapes
Part 4: Identifying, documenting and assessing cultural landscapes in Alps National Parks
Part 5: Developing management policies and strategies for conserving cultural landscapes in Alps Parks
Part 6: Guidelines relating to specific Alps Parks cultural landscape issues
Parts I and 2 are philosophic and background discussions; Parts 3, 4 and 5 describe steps in the process,
and Part 6 offers specific management issue advice.
This booklet should be used in conjunction with Parks Service policy and procedures manuals, Kerr's
Conservation plan , and The Illustrated Burra Charter.
The content of these guidelines was developed in response to information received from Parks staff, during four
workshops held in the ACT, Victoria and New South Wales in 1995. No less important was the feedback
obtained from the detailed questionnaires completed by staff from the three Parks Services. Interviews (face-to
face and phone) were also conducted during the consultation period.
In some cases, cultural landscape policy issues requiring co-ordination amongst the Alps Parks Services have
been identified, and recommendations suggested in the text. These are indicated in the text by bolded
recommendations.

Part 1

Understanding
cultural
landscapes
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1.1 What is a cultural landscape?
There has been much discussion about what constitutes a 'cultural landscape'. This section reviews
some of the most common uses of the term, and proposes a working definition of 'cultural landscape'
for the Alps National Parks.
Definitions:
In the broadest sense, the term 'cultural landscape' is applied to those parts of the land surface which
have been significantly modified by human activity, to distinguish them from natural or wilderness
landscapes, which have little or no apparent evidence of human intervention. However, this distinction
is somewhat ambiguous, as there is not as yet a common understanding of what 'significantly modified'
means, and neither is there general agreement about what is or was 'natural' (Blair and Truscott,
1989:3).
Another definition is that cultural landscapes are rural and urban settings (spaces) that people have
settled or altered through time. They include cultural and natural elements of the ordinary, familiar,
everyday landscape.
The cultural landscape is a mosaic consisting of
* natural features and elements;
* physical components from a number of historic periods resulting from human activity and
modification to the natural features, and

* patterns created in the landscape over time; these are layers in or on the landscape
(Taylor, 1989:16-17).
Another approach to the definition of cultural landscapes can be seen in the Australian Heritage
Commission's (AHC) Register of the National Estate. This is a list of places of cultural significance,
including cultural landscapes as well as individual sites, buildings and structures. Cultural landscapes
have been grouped into several types, which can be read as partial definitions. These are:

* associative landscapes, including landscapes of religious meaning (ie landscapes
whose meaning and significance derives from associations with cultural beliefs or non
material traditions, such as art, literature, folklore, religion);
* landscapes which reflect cultural processes which are still active;
* places related to a single historic activity or period;
* places which represent layers of history;
* places which demonstrate the dependence of historic activities on natural systems;
* linear landscapes;
* thematically linked places within a landscape, and
* places representing multiple themes or multiple values (Read, Ramsay and Blair, 1994:14).
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The AHC's eight types (above) fit into the three landscape categories of designed, evolved and
associative landscapes, used by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) as the basis for assessing World Heritage values of cultural landscapes.

• 'Designed' refers to landscapes that have been deliberately created according to a vision or
plan,such as public gardens.

• 'Evolved' refers to landscapes that have developed organically in the absence of a plan, as in the
•

case of landscapes formed by the unplanned pursuit of an economic activity, such as farming, or
mining.
'Associative' refers to meanings attached to the landscape through non-material historical, social
and cultural processes.

Most landscapes in Australia have strong cultural elements because of the impact of Aboriginal
occupation and management, as well as the various European modifications. This suggests that the
conception of large areas of Australia as unmodified wilderness requiring little or no management is
misleading.
In the light of these discussions, a working definition of a cultural landscape for the Australian
context is suggested:
A cultural landscape is a physical area with natural features and elements modified by
human activity resulting in patterns of evidence layered in the landscape, which give a
place its particular character, reflecting human relationships with and attachment to
that landscape.

1.2 The relationship between cultural landscapes and the features they contain
The meaning and significance of cultural landscapes is largely derived from the relationship between
the landscape and the elements within that landscape, as well as the relationship between the individual
elements themselves. Thus landscape meaning and significance can be lost, when important
components of a cultural landscape are removed, or evidence relating the feature to the landscape
setting vanishes (such as a bridle path linking two settlements).
Partly in recognition of this, heritage conservation practice is moving away from identifying places
items or dot points on maps, to examining the spatial context and connections of those places. For
example, a hut and its associated yard can be identified and recorded either as one or two items, but an
assessment of significance will consider their relationship to other places, features, and landscape both
in physical terms (eg position along access
tracks), and functionally (eg as part of a chain of huts used by stockmen along a stock movement
route). In this way, features must be considered as essential components of a broader cultural
landscape.
This means that a cultural landscape is an extensive, inte.grated management unit, not just the 'dots
on the maps' representing zones around identified historic features. This is not to say that these'dot
are unimportant: they are physical relics of past use, and as such are vital features of the cultural
landscape, with their own specific management requirements, within the broader context of the
landscape.
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Take for an example the management of abandoned pastoral properties, such as the Orroral Valley in the ACT. These places
need to be approached as broadscale landscapes, requiring management of broadacre processes such as burning or grazing
by cattle, or perhaps kangaroos, to maintain the open pastoral character, rather than being treated as an assemblage of 'dots'.
But note that these 'dots', in the form of homestead, shearing sheds, fences and machinery, also require specific management
regimes, not only for their own conservation, but also for the conservation of the landscape as a whole.
The point here is that neither the broader landscape nor the buildings and structures can be understood without reference
to the other - that is, they are both integral components of the same cultural landscape, and both need to be conserved
and managed to maintain the total landscape's integrity, meaning, and significance. The loss of one will reduce the
significance of the other.

1.3 Describing the components of cultural landscapes

Physical and non-material evidence
The Burra Charter (see Box 2) uses the term fabric to describe all physical evidence of a landscape or landscape feature. This
includes environmental and physiographic features, structures and their remains, and archaeological evidence. This contrasts
with non-material evidence, such as literary or artistic references, or folklore, which may only exist in documentary form,
literature, paintings, or in reminiscences and stories.

There are many types or forms of place that can be found as components of cultural landscapes, and there are several ways in
which this physical evidence can be described. The Australian Heritage Commission used the following terms for classifying
the different forms of places with historic value in their Victorian regional assessments:
Structure
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the physical remains of a deliberately constructed feature associated with human activity such as a
building, hut, dam, water race or stockyard

Complex

a number of features that are related to each other in some way, eg through use or function, such as
the various structures associated with a farming homestead

Site

the location of an event, structure or complex, where no above-ground physical evidence remains

Feature

component or element of a landscape, including human structures, sites or complexes, as well as
natural features eg avenue of exotic trees, alluvial deposit containing gold

Linear

network (long, narrow landscape or landscape component, such as a road or transport route and its
associated elements, including stopping places, watering holes, stockyards, camps, etc

The United States National Park Service uses a similar approach, with some additions. Their' Guidelines for Evaluating and
Documenting Rural Historic Landscapes list 11 landscape characteristics to be identified and documented (McClelland et al
1990:3-6). These characteristics can be used to read and interpret the natural and cultural forces that have shaped the
landscape. The first four are described as 'landscape shaping processes' that have been or remain instrumental in shaping the
land, while the remaining seven are physical components. They are:
Land Shaping Processes
1. Land uses and activities
2. Patterns of spatial organisation

eg farm size, settlement or structure location, access to water; these may
be influenced by factors including politics,

.3 Response to natural environment

the way people, their traditions and practices have adapted to the local
environment and ecology.

4. Cultural traditions

influencing the way that land is used, occupied and shaped.

Physical components
5. Circulation networks

systems for transporting people, goods and raw materials.

6. Boundary demarcations

eg property, paddock or stockyard boundary marked by fence.

7. Vegetation

vegetation related to land use (eg hedge, shade tree, logged forest).

8. Buildings, structures and objects

buildings shelter human activities; structures serve functions other than
shelter, while objects are relatively small but important stationary or
movable constructions, such as markers or monuments

9. Clusters

groupings of buildings, structures or other features, as in a farm, or group
of settlements

10. Archaeological sites

sites of historic activities or occupation marked for instance by
foundations, surface and subsurface remains

11. Small-scale elements

individual elements such as road signs, gates, footbridges etc, that
collectively may form boundary demarcations, circulation networks etc

Both these systems of breaking down the cultural landscape into its component parts are useful in analysis, assessment and
management. Not all component types or landscape characteristics will apply to each situation: rather, it will be necessary
to adapt them to suit the particular needs of your park, the project to hand, and the location and scale of the study.
Component descriptions may be adapted from either of the above systems, as appropriate.
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1.4 The scale of cultural landscapes: determining boundaries
The above discussions suggest that scale is an important consideration in the study, assessment and
management of cultural landscapes. As noted, a cultural landscape is an extensive, integrated
management unit, not just the 'dots on the maps' representing historic features and their immediate
surrounds. Thus attention to both the broadscale landscape and the finer component features is required,
for integrated cultural landscape analysis, assessment and management.
The scale, dimensions and forms of cultural landscapes will vary immensely, and may range from quite
small, contained landscapes (such as a small farm with paddocks, fences and associated structures on fertile
creek flats in a small section of a narrow valley, including transport routes to the property), to vast,
extensive areas covering many square kilometres (such as a forest whose species composition and age
structure has been changed through logging and silvicultural practices). Smaller cultural landscapes may
themselves form part of more extensive cultural landscape areas, such as a group of pastoral settlements
spread over a wide area, or as mentioned above, locations along a stock movement or transportation route.
Determining boundaries of cultural landscapes is necessary for analysis, assessment and management
purposes. The concentration, continuity and integrity of cultural landscape characteristics that show
significant historical themes should be used as a guide to defining boundaries (McClelland et al 1990).
Historic research and ground surveys of the landscape will help determine appropriate edges, such as old
survey or property documents defining the extent of land ownership, diaries or oral history detailing where
activities took place, and physical evidence of borders, fences or hedges still discernible on the ground.
It is important to bear in mind the role that cultural landscapes and their management may play in
broader landscape management. For instance, a cultural landscape may itself be an important
component of a view from a point outside the landscape.
1.5 Significance of cultural landscapes (ie. their historical content)
Cultural landscapes, by definition, have a strong historical component. Human use of the landscape
generally creates distinctive physical patterns, resulting in a cultural landscape that expresses past human
attitudes and values, and exists as an artefact composed of identifiable physical remains. Determining the
historic significance of these patterns and remains is central to the task of assessing the value of cultural
landscapes.
"Historic significance exists in a landscape where the landscape or its components have
strong links to or associations with important historic themes, and where the evidence assists
in understanding the past. "
Many of the important historic themes for the Alps National Parks have been identified, and are detailed in
Part 2. Significance can be established at local, regional or national levels. How significant a cultural
landscape or feature is will determine the conservation policy prepared for it, and how it is managed. The
process of determining historic significance is discussed in Part 4 of this report. This section also looks at
other categories of significance. Part 5 addresses conservation policy and management.
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1.6 Layers of meaning in cultural landscapes
An important characteristic of many cultural landscapes is their multilayered quality - that is,
they may contain many features, created or used by people at different historic periods, that
may illustrate a number of themes at once. For example, a river crossing may have been
used by:

• Aborigines, leaving archaeological evidence in middens on the river bank;
• explorers, whose journals describe the river and the difficulty of crossing it;
• by stockmen, who erected yards to hold the stock while camping or before crossing the
river; and

• holiday makers, who now use the river bank as a recreational site and camping ground.
This multilayered quality has several implications for cultural landscape management, and
must be borne in mind when documenting, analysing and managing them. For instance, a
cultural landscape may be significant because it demonstrates a number of themes and
historic periods simultaneously - more so if these are connected in some way. Thus features
which may appear to be insignificant (eg because they may be recent, or lack aesthetic
appeal or craftsmanship) may actually contribute to the meaning and significance of the site,
by demonstrating continuity of use, or by adding a further layer of historical meaning.

1.7 Nature and culture
There is increasing recognition, both internationally and nationally, of the need to manage
landscapes as composites of both natural and cultural influences. This holistic approach is not
new, however, owing much to the work of German, French and other geographers. For
instance, as early as 1929 Carl Sauer wrote that:
The cultural landscape is fashioned out of a natural landscape by a culture
medium,
group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is the
the cultural landscape is
the result. Under the influence of a given culture, itself changing through time,
the landscape undergoes development, passing through phases ... (Sauer,
1929:46)
The reference here to a landscape passing through 'phases' underscores the multilayered
nature of meaning and history in a cultural landscape. It also shows that the cultural evolution
of a landscape does not 'stop'. For example, the now-abandoned, highly modified pastoral
landscapes of the Australian Alps have now become national park landscapes, with features
and patterns created by the activities of park staff implementing park management plans, and
the practices of present-day park users. This represents a new phase of culture expressing
itself through the landscape, with significant impacts on the landscape's natural components.
New layers of cultural meaning and natural form are being created all the time, through the
complex interplay of cultural and natural forces.
The recognition of the interrelationship between culture and nature in landscape
management has led to co-operative arrangements developing in some overseas services.
In England, for instance, there has been increased co-operation since 1992 between English
Heritage, English Nature and the Countryside Commission on the definition, assessment and
conservation of historic landscapes.
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The following quote in the English Heritage Conservation Bulletin illustrates this co-operation:
... our two sets of interests - the archaeological and historical environment on the one
hand and the natural heritage on the other - should be seen as part of a single over
strand
from the others is
riding concern with our common inheritance. To separate one
weaken
the impact of our work. (Fairclough, 1993:24)
to
An example of this integrated approach is English Nature's Natural Areas' project. One aim of this
project is to identify distinctive cultural affinities and influences that have helped shape the ecology
of certain landscapes, that are now considered significant for their natural values (Fairclough,
1994:17). This information assists in the design and implementation of management regimes for
these areas, that achieve both cultural and natural conservation objectives simultaneously.
Recognition of the interplay of nature and culture in creating landscape is increasing in Australia too.
For example, the Australian Nature Conservation Agency now uses the term 'biocultural' to describe
ANCA parks landscapes and landscape processes.
Closer to home, and with greater relevance to these Guidelines, the 1986 Memorandum of
Understanding in Relation to the Co-operative Management of the Alps National Parks (MOU) was
aimed at managing both nature and the human processes which have created our alpine
landscapes. The MOU recognises the national significance of the 'plants and animals unique to the
Australian alpine environment', as well as the 'rich heritage of use by both Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people' (MOU 1989:3). The MOU goes on to specify the objectives for co-operative
management to protect these values, including 'protection of the landscape', and 'protection of
native plants and animals and cultural values' (MOU 1989:4). In effect this involves the management
of both natural and cultural systems simultaneously - that is, cultural landscape management.

1.8 Aboriginal cultural landscapes
Through the application of long-established land-use and management practices, Aborigines
have played a major role in the evolution of Australian landscapes.
In the Alps, the evolution of Aboriginal cultural landscapes began at least 21,000 years ago, possibly
much earlier. Aborigines exploited all resource zones in alpine areas, and some of these activities
resulted in deposition of cultural materials in rock shelters and camp sites. Further evidence occurs
in the form of rock paintings, stone arrangements, burial sites and scarred trees. The use of fire for
land management purposes, noted by the first European explorers of the Alps, may have been
instrumental in the evolution of Alps National Parks landscapes.
It is vital to recognise the formative management practices of these first Alps occupants, both as part
of the cultural history of the Alps, and as a basis for present-day ecological management. A number
of issues are involved, however, such as the difficulties of establishing details of past land-use and
burning practices as a basis for present-day landscape management, and the need to define an
appropriate role for present-day Aboriginal communities in these processes. The complexity of these
issues is beyond the brief of this project. It is anticipated that the Aboriginal heritage of the Alps,
including Aboriginal cultural landscapes and landscape components, will be the subject of a further
study by the CHWG.
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1.9 Why conserve cultural landscapes? �
Theconservati
on and managementofcultural landscapes wi
th heri
tagevalues is i
mportantfora
numberofreasons.
Firstly,all thelegi
slati
on establi
shi
ngNati
onal Parks i
ntheACT,New South W ales and Vi
ctori
a,refers
totheconservati
on ofcultural values,and intheAlps Nati
onal Parks thesearemoststronglyembodi
ed
i
n cultural landscapes and thei
rfeatures.Si
mi
larly,theMOU was establi
shed to coordi
natethe
conservati
on and managementoflandscapeand cultural values.Thus parks staffhaveaprofessi
onal
responsi
bi
li
tywi
threspecttocultural landscapes and thei
rconservati
onand management.
Secondly,the relati
ve securi
ty afforded by the controlled envi
ronmentofa nati
onal park provi
des a
means forconservi
ng landscapes thathavedi
sappeared outsi
depark boundari
es.Thus theymayactas
reposi
tori
es oflandscapes thatarethreatened or'
extinct'elsewhere.
n parks provides both ayardsti
ckby
Thi
rdly,theconservation and studyofcultural landscapes withi
whi
chtomeasureenvi
ronmental change,when compared toless modi
fi
ed natural systems,and thehi
ghly
modi
fi
ed landscapes thatexi
stoutsi
deparks boundari
es.Thi
s contri
butes to ourknowledgeofecologi
cal
and envi
ronmental processes,and i
ncreases ourunderstandi
ngofhumani
nteracti
onwi
thnatural systems.
Hopefully,thi
s wi
ll help us devi
semoreharmoni
ous and sustai
nablelandscapemanagementregi
mes for
thefuture.
Fi
nally,and mosti
mportantlyfortheseGui
deli
nes,cultural landscapes arei
n factpri
marydocuments of
publi
chi
story,which presentourpastbeforeus i
n auni
quewaywhi
ch allows us tofi
nd attachmentand a
senseofplace.Fori
nstance,manyAustrali
ans i
denti
fywi
ththelandscapei
mageoftheSnowyM ountains
as aplaceofparticularpastoral hi
story,and deri
veasenseofbelongi
ngand i
denti
tywi
ththi
s
landscapeand i
ts tradi
ti
ons.Thus cultural landscapes helpus understand thepastand wherewehave
comefrom,enri
chthepresentbyassi
sti
ngus to defi
newho weare,and hopefully,wi
ll beofsi
mi
lar
benefi
tto futuregenerati
ons.
Intheseways,theconservati
on ofsi
gni
fi
cantcultural landscapes i
n theAlps parks contri
butes to the
lives ofall Australi
ans.
Thei
mportanceofconservi
ngsi
gni
fi
cantplaces i
s summari
sed i
n theIllustrated BurraCharter:
One of the fundamental reasons for conserving places is that they contain information that
documents,photographs,drawings,film or video cannot The insights we receive from places are
diverse,subtle,and not available from any other source There is no substitute for the experience
AustraliaICOM OS1992:10-11)
of the actual place.(
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Part 2

Cultural Landscapes
in the
Australian Alps
National Parks

11

Australi
ai
s aloneamongtheworld'
s conti
nents i
ni
ts flatness.Onlyasmall proporti
on- 2% - ri
ses above
1000metres,wi
thalpi
neenvi
ronments occupyi
ngamere0.
3% ofthetotal land surface.Thehuman
responsetothi
s envi
ronmenthas lefthi
ghlydi
sti
ncti
vepatterns ofevi
denceonthelandscape,reflecti
ng
theuni
quecombi
nati
onofsoci
al,econom i
c,poli
ti
cal and technologi
cal i
nfluences.Thi
s secti
onli
sts the
mportanti
nshapi
ngthesepatterns ofevi
dence,and exami
nes the
types ofacti
vi
ti
es whi
chweremosti
ori
gi
ns ofthedi
sti
ncti
velandscapes i
n whi
chthi
s evi
dencei
s present.
oni
ngattheoutset.Fi
rstly,thefact
cs ofAlps cultural landscapes areworth menti
Several characteristi
mi
n areai
nAustrali
ameans thatthesi
gni
fi
canceofcultural
ted i
neenvi
ronments aresoli
thatalpi
onofhumanacti
nethemes,ordemonstrateadaptati
vi
tytothe
landscapes and features thatrepresentalpi
dered i
nanati
nwhi
chAustrali
alpi
onal context.Theonlyotherareai
an
neenvi
ronment,mustbeconsi
alpi
s Tasmani
a.Thus mai
nland alpi
necultural landscapes and
ronments occur,ofcourse,i
neenvi
gni
fi
canti
n theAlps Nati
onal Parks stand agood chanceof
landscapefeatures thatareconsi
dered si
onal si
quali
fyingfornati
gni
fi
canceas well. 
Thesecond characteri
sticofAlps cultural landscapes i
s thei
rcultural conti
nui
ty:manylandscapes and 
features havebeen used bysuccessi
veoccupants,often undertakingquitedifferentacti
vi
ti
es,i
n the
tedi
fferentends.Thus,morethan onethememayapplytoaparti
cularlandscapeor
pursui
tofqui
landscapefeatureatthesameti
me.An examplei
s thesequenti
al useofAbori
ginal pathways,used by 
ontheme),stockmen(pastoral theme),motori
explorers (explorati
sts (communi
cati
onand transport
nstancei
s theThredboValley,aplacewi
thevi
dence 
ontheme).Anotheri
theme)and bushwalkers (recreati
fferenthi
stori
cperi
ods,possessi
ngmulti
plelayers ofmeani
ng.Cultural
ofmanythemes from di
landscapes i
n otherregions mayalso demonstratethi
s quali
ty.
faceted natureofcultural si
gni
fi
cancei
ntheAlps,i
nwhi
chafeatureor
Thethird characteristi
ci
s themulti
landscapedemonstrates several categori
al,
es ofsi
gni
fi
canceatonce.Thus ahutmayexhi
bi
tsoci
tectural si
technologi
cal and archi
gni
fi
cancesi
multaneously.Thi
s results i
n acomplexlandscape,
es ofsi
possessingvari
ous categori
gni
fi
cance.
de 
ci
s thesi
gni
fi
Thefourthcharacteri
sti
canceoftheAustrali
anAlps as bothbarri
ers and pathways forawi
ncludi
ngtradepaths,stockroutes,and recreati
dors.
rangeofhumanendeavours,i
oncorri
Fi
fi
cphysi
nally,signi
cancemayrelateto cultural associ
ati
ons as well as to theintri
nsi
cal quali
ties ofa
place.TheAlps,fori
rati
on'- as evi
nstance,featureprominentlyi
nAustrali
a'
s'
heri
tageofi
nspi
denced i
n
ngs,orBanj
Chevali
erand von Guerard'
s painti
o Patterson and Campbell'
s poetry.

2.2 Them es

Humanoccupati
on and theacti
vi
ti
es pursued bypeoplei
ntheAlps canbegrouped i
ntothemes,byvi
rtue 
ofthei
rsi
mi
lari
ntheme,mi
ni
ng.
ti
es.Thus quartzmi
ni
ngand hydrauli
cslui
ci
ngaresub-themes ofthemai
Althoughadefi
ni
tesequenceofthemes canbeobserved i
ntheAlps (fori
nstanceexplorati
on was
followed bypastorali
ng),manyacti
vi
ti
es representi
ngthemaj
orthemes
sm,whi
chwas followed bymini
havetakenplaceoverlongperi
ods,ei
theronaconti
nuous ori
ntermi
ttentbasi
s.In thi
s way,athememay
berepresented several ti
mes i
ntheonelandscape,atdi
fferenthi
stori
cperi
ods.Eachperi
od mayhavei
ts
ownnuanceofhi
stori
cmeani
ng,and maypossess 
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di
fferentdegrees ofsi
gni
ficance.In manycases,thepracti
ces and technologi
es associ
ated wi
th an
acti
vi
tyarelikelyto di
ffergreatlybetween hi
stori
cperi
ods.In others,however,practi
ces and
technologi
es mayhaveremai
ned i
ntact.
Thereareseveral di
fferentschemes setti
ngoutthemai
nhi
stori
cthemes fortheAlps.Forour
purposes,themosti
mportanti
s thatused forthe1991Ji
ndabyneSymposi
um on theCultural 
HeritageoftheAustralian Alps (Scougall 1991).Thesearethethemes thatwill beused in these
Gui
deli
nes.Theyare:

• Aboriginal occupationand interaction withtheenvironmentpriortoEuropeancontact
• Explorationand survey
• Pastoralism 
• M ining
• Loggingand silviculture
• W aterharvesting
• Recreation and tourism
• Communicationand transport
• Conservationand parkmanagement.
Notethatthereareprocesses and agents ofenvi
ronmental changeshapi
ngthelandscapethatoperate
across themes.Fi
re,fori
nstance,has astrongi
nfluenceonall oftheabovethemes.In parti
cular,i
ti
sa
practi
cestronglyassoci
ated wi
th Abori
gi
nal occupationand pastorali
sm,and helps generatethe
Abori
gi
nal and pastoral cultural landscapes wi
thwhich wearefami
li
ar.
tageagenci
es are
Onamoregeneral level,notethattheAustrali
an Heri
tageCommi
ssi
on and stateheri
worki
ngtowards asetofrecommended Pri
cThemes.Althoughthesewi
ll notbe
nci
pal Australi
an Hi
stori
used i
n theseGui
deli
nes,i
ti
s li
kelythattheywi
ll onedaybeappli
ed as '
super-categori
es'
,encompassi
ng
exi
sti
ngAlps themes.Theyarealsouseful i
nli
nki
ngthelocal and regi
onal Alps events wi
thnati
onal
them es.Theyaredescri
bed as follows: 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traci
ngtheevoluti
nent'
s speci
al envi
ronments
on oftheconti
Peopli
nent
ngtheconti
Developi
nglocal,regi
onal and nati
onal economi
es
Bui
ldi
ngsettlements,towns and citi
es
W orki
ng
Educati
ng
Governi
ng
Developi
ngcultural i
nsti
tuti
ons and ways ofli
fe
M arkingthephases oflife

Notethatregi
onal,state and national themes maybeexpressed i
n Alps landscapes,j
ustas often as
cularAlps themes gi
venabove.Nati
onal ParkServi
cehi
storyand heri
tagesecti
ons mayhave
theparti
asetofthemes thatapplyin each stateorterritory.
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2.3 Themes and Alps cultural landscape types: classification
The activities characteristic of each theme have left their mark on the landscape in different ways, reflecting
the variety of peoples, their technologies, and their impacts. Examples of the main landscapes and
landscape features associated with each theme are described in Table 1, below. This table also details the
sub-themes that occur within each theme. Examples from each state are given. This is intended to show
how the themes relate to landscape types in the Alps.
Table 1: Thematic classification for cultural landscape types in the Australian Alps National Parks (theme
structure from Scougall 1991)
THEME
Aboriginal
occupation
Exploration and
survey

Pastoral
* settlement
* transhumance
* droving
Mining
* alluvial
* sluicing
* quartz
* dredging
* settlement
Logging

Silviculture
Water harvesting
* hydroelectricity
generation
* water supply
Recreation and
tourism
Communication
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURE

EXAMPLE

river valley pathway
river flats campsite, artefact scatters
place given a European name by an explorer
place named after a surveyor
route
route
crossing place
homestead, complex, shearing shed, yards,
dips, salt lick
hut and mustering yards
hut ruins; exotic trees
routes, yards, water supply, vegetation
impact

Snowy River valley
Thredbo River flats
Mt Kosciusko
Mt Townsend
Barry Way
McKillops Bridge
Currango, Wonnangatta

altered watercourse, water races along
contour, eroded and braided creek
broad eroded areas, water races, sluices
shafts, mullock heaps
flat, gravelled river course

Crooked River

building footings, street formations, exotic
trees, cemetery
sawmill, water race, steam engine and fly
wheel remains, brick chimney footings, hut
remains, sawdust pile
uniform forest age-class structure and
species composition
dam walls, reservoirs, stream gauges,
diversion weir, pondage, tailrace, tunnel,
surge tank, valve house
reservoirs, pipelines, valves
lookout, walking tracks, chalets, ski runs
telephone poles, tracking station

Tawonga Huts
Westerman's
Willis

Oriental Claims, Kiandra
Good Hope mine
Gungarlin River, Ovens River
north of Harrietville
Kiandra, Grant
Kelly's Providence Mill on
Alpine Creek
Connors Plain
Rocky Valley, Tumut Ponds
Kiewa River Scheme, Snowy
Mountains Scheme
Lake Catani, Mt Buffalo
Kosciusko Chalet, Mt Franklin
Chalet and ski runs
Orroral Valley

Transport

Conservation and
science
* vegetationtri
als
*i
mpacts of
exploi
tati
on
*soi
l conservati
on

* alpi
nevegetati
on
studies
* geological
studies

bridletracks

W heeler'
s Crk,McMi
llan'
s Trk

roads
tunnel

BarryW ay
Bluecow Skitube

arboreta
exclosureplots

Pryor'
s,Brindabellas
M aisieFawcett'
s atPretty
Valley
soi
l conservati
onmoni
tori
ng
poi
nts,Carruther'
s Ri
dge;M t
Twynam

starpickets

treeli
neplots

planted byR.SlatyeronM ain
RangeaboveThredboValley
carbon14dati
ngsites,Geehi
Road

road cutti
ngs

2.4 Th e instit utio nal fram ewor k
Theabi
li
tyoftheNati
onal Parks Servi
ces to managecultural landscapes depends i
nlargeparton the
i
nsti
tuti
onal and admi
ni
strati
vearrangements thatexi
st,and theform thatthelegi
slati
ontakes.These
determi
nefactors suchas theresponsi
bi
li
ti
es ofparks staffforcultural landscapemanagement,
departmental support,budgetaryallocati
ons,and so on.Thelegi
slati
on applyi
ngtocultural landscape
managementi
s setouti
n Table2.
Notealsothatotherparks poli
ci
es and procedures manuals mayberelevant,butmayneed tobeadapted
tosui
ttheneeds ofcultural landscapes and hi
stori
cplaces.Fori
nstance,standard parks i
nterpreti
ve
furni
turemayneed tobemodi
fi
ed forusei
nsomecultural landscapesi
tuati
ons.All Parks Servi
cepoli
cy
and procedures documents requirethei
nclusi
on ofasecti
on deali
ngspeci
fi
callywith thesei
ssues."The
Australian Alps national parks agencies should aim for consistency in cultural heritage
policies and procedures".
Table 2:Legislation relatingto cultural landscapes in A1 s Parks
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AGENCY
VictorianNational Parks Service,(Departmentof
Natural Resources & Envi
ronment)

RELEVANTACTS
Nati
onal Parks Act1975
Nati
onal Parks (Alpi
neNati
onal Park)Act1989
National Parks (W ilderness)Act1992
Heri
tageRi
vers Act1992
Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics PreservationAct1972
Heri
tageAct1995

New SouthW ales National Parks and W ildlife
Service

National Parks and W ildlifeAct1974
Envi
ronmental Planni
ngand AssessmentAct1979
Wi
lderness Act1987
Heri
tageAct1977

AustralianCapital TerritoryConservationand
Wi
ldli
feServi
ce,(DepartmentofEnvi
ronment,
Land and Planning)
All theaboveand CommonwealthofAustrali
a,
AustralianNatureConservati
onAgency

Land (Planningand Environment)Act1991
Heri
tageObj
ects Act1991
Australi
aHeri
tageCommi
ssi
onAct1975

Part 3

Overview
of the
Process
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Earli
ersecti
ons noted thecomplexnatureofcultural landscapes,wheremanyfeatures,themes,hi
storic
peri
ods and categori
es ofsi
gni
fi
cancecanberepresented i
n thesamelandscape.Beforeany
managementacti
oncan betaken,thi
s complexsystem needs tobeunravelled,and therelati
onships
between theelements clarifi
ed.Taki
ngalogi
cal,step-by-step approach tolandscapeanalysi
s,assessment
and managementi
s essenti
al.Thefollowi
ngsteps forassessi
ngcultural landscapes and prepari
ng
conservati
on poli
ci
es forthem areadapted from theoutli
necontai
ned i
ntheIllustrated BurraCharter
(AustraliaICOM OS1992:
15).
The Burra Charter and Guidelines
Recognising the need for a systematic approach to complex conservation issues,
Australia ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) has
developed a set of guidelines for establishing significance and developing
conservation policy. This is known as The Burra Charter and Guidelines.

TheGui
deli
nes areparti
cularlyuseful becausetheyofferamethodologyforassessi
ngthesi
gni
fi
canceofthe
cultural values ofaplace,and forprepari
ngconservati
onplans and managementrecommendati
ons based
onthi
s assessment.Muchofthemateri
al i
nthi
s documenti
s based ontheBurraCharterand Gui
deli
nes.It
i
s ani
nvaluabletool foranyonei
nvolved i
ntheconservati
on managementofcultural landscapes,so make
suretherei
s atleastonecopyi
ntheoffi
ce.Fami
li
ari
seyourselfwi
th whati
ts advi
cemeans i
n terms ofthe
places inyourpark.And notethati
tnearlyalways features i
ni
nterviews forranger'
sj
obs!

Step 1
3.1 Assess cultural significance
3.1.1 Gather evidence

•

Setthegeneral context:find outaboutthegeneral hi
storyofthearea,and i
fpossi
bletheplace,so
thatyouknow generallywhattypeoffeatures youwill belooki
ngfor.Thi
s should assistyouwi
th
i
nterpreti
ngand understandi
ngwhatyouseei
nthefi
eld.

• Defineyourlandscape!
• Documentthelandscape:identifyand record thecultural landscapeand its features,throughfield
survey.
• Conducthistoricresearch:undertakemoredetailed historicresearchonthelandscapeand its
features.
3.1.2Analyse the evidence

•
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Determi
newhi
chfeatures and characteri
sti
cs areassoci
ated wi
ththevari
ous themes and hi
stori
c
peri
ods i
denti
fi
ed.

•Determi
ps betweenthelandscapeand thefeatures,and betweenthefeatures
netherelati
onshi
si
ncludes consi
deri
ngthesequenceofevents and evi
dence,therelati
onshi
pi
nphysi
cal
themselves.Thi
nfuncti
mportanti
nformi
ngordefi
ni
ngthe
on.Forexample,whi
chfeatures arethemosti
terms and i
stenceofanother(egborder
landscape?Is thepresenceofonefeaturedependentontheformerexi
ltatW i
lli
s tocollectcattletoll tax,afteruseoftheroutetoavoi
d thetaxwas well 
ngpoi
ntbui
crossi
establi
shed)? 
3.1.3Assess significance �
•

Assess thesi
gni
ps betweenthem,onthebasi
s
fi
canceofthelandscape,i
ts features,and therelati
onshi
ofhow well thethemes and hi
stori
cperi
ods arerepresented.Usecri
teri
asuchas rari
ty,how well 
represented elsewhere,condi
threspecttostructures,
ti
on,and how i
ntegrated (i
ehow completewi
components and relati
onshi
ps)thesi
tei
s.Assi
stancein maki
ngcomparati
veassessments maybe
requi
red.

Step 2
3.2 Develop the conservation policy and strategy
3.2.1 Gather information.
•

Lookatthecondi
ti
onofthelandscapeand features,selectappropri
atetreatments.

3.2.2Develop conservation policy. �
3.2.3Develop strategy for conservation works and actions. �

Step 3
3.3 Im plem ent the strategy
•

theras astand-aloneconservati
onproj
ect,orbyi
ntegrati
ngi
twi
ththepark
Implementthestrategy,ei
managementplan. 

Followi
s step-by-stepprocess allows youtomakei
si
ngthi
nformed deci
ons aboutmanagi
ngthelandscape
fortheconservati
onofi
ts cultural values.Part4oftheseGui
nes address stepone;Part5deals wi
th
deli
steps twoand three.
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Part 4
Assessing the
significance of
cultural landscapes
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4.1 Gatheringinformation -"4.1.1 Settingthe historic context
Identi
fymaj
orthemes and i
mportanthi
stori
cperi
ods thatrelatetothelandscape.Thi
s
wi
ll helpyoutorecogni
secultural landscapefeatures,and toi
nterpretwhatyouseei
nthe
fi
eld.Itmayalsohelpyoudefi
neyourlandscape.Fori
nstance,i
fyouread thatalluvi
al
mi
ni
ngalongcreekflats was amaj
orearlyacti
vi
ty,i
tmayexplai
nthepatternof
di
sturbanceseeni
nalluvi
al deposi
ts,ori
tmaysuggestthatyoulookformullockheaps or
waterraces i
ntheselandscapes.Li
kewi
se,i
floggi
ngtookplace,youmaylookforti
mber
tramways,orlog-loadi
ngramps.Thepreferenti
al extracti
onofonefavoured speci
es may
alsohelpexplai
nthespeci
es composi
ti
onofforestlandscapes.
Thesesteps wi
ll helpyousetthehi
stori
ccontext:Read local and regi
onal hi
stori
es.- - -- - W hen was theparkfi
rstexplored?
- W hen was i
tsettled,and bywhom?Arethereanydescendants ororal hi
stori
es
thatcould tell youmore?
- How was thelandscapeused,and whatparti
cularacti
vi
ti
es tookplacethere?
- W hatwerethemai
nfeatures oftheland use?Fori
nstance,how werepastoral
properti
es runorhow was mi
ni
ngconducted?
•

Constructati
meli
neofsi
gni
fi
cantevents i
mpacti
ngontheparkand i
ts landscapes.

•

Makeabi
bli
ographyofhi
stori
cal references.

•

Talktolocals,local hi
stori
ans orhi
stori
cal soci
eti
es togetani
ni
ti
al ori
entati
on.

Thi
s researchmayprovi
defurtherclues totheori
gi
ns ofthespati
al di
stri
buti
onof
etyofbui
ldi
ngmateri
als
settlement,thepatternand typeofthetransportsystems,thevari
and constructi
ontechni
ques,thebackgrounds ofthesettlers,and otheri
mportant
i
nformati
onaboutthei
ndustri
es and acti
vi
ti
es undertakeni
nthelandscape.
4.
1.
2Defi
ni
ngcultural landscapes
Inabroad sense,all oftheAlps Nati
onal Parks form partofthesamecultural landscape,
as theyareall managed accordi
ngtoasi
mi
larsetofNati
onal Parks obj
ecti
ves.However,
evi
denceofspeci
fi
cAlps themes mayoccuratamuchfi
nerscalewi
thi
nAlps Parks.
These'
landscapes wi
thi
nalandscape'
,demonstrati
ngaconcentrati
onofcomponents
relati
ngtooneorseveral Alps themes,canbelocated i
n avari
etyofways.
Defi
ni
ngcultural landscapes and thei
rfeatures canbeundertakenthrough asystemati
c
searchofaregi
onbytheme,(forexample,asearchforevi
denceofearlysurveyors'
acti
vi
ti
es as partofaspeci
al proj
ect);duri
ngtheconductofotherstudi
es,ormerelyby
comi
ngacross cultural landscapefeatures
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i
nthefi
eld,i
nthecourseofotherduti
es.Manyparks staffalready-know thelocati
onofcultural
landscapefeatures i
nthei
rarea,suchas bui
ldi
ngrui
ns,exoti
ctrees,orold fenceli
nes.Insome
cases,members ofthepubli
cmayalertstafftocultural landscapefeatures.
H ints to defining cultural landscapes and their features:
Your existing knowledge Useyourknowledgeofthelocal and regi
onal hi
storyas agui
de.W hat
arethei
mportantphysi
cal components ofthelandscape,thati
nfluenced settlementand land use?
Fori
nstance,pastorali
sts soughtlush,ferti
lewell-grassed locati
ons;mi
ners followed alluvi
al
deposi
ts upnarrow creekvalley,whi
leloggers soughtoutparti
culartreespeci
es.Identi
fythe
topography,geologyand soi
ls,drai
nageand watercourses and vegetati
onthatmayberelated to
parti
cularacti
vi
ti
es,and usetheseas agui
de.Peoplewi
thspeci
ali
stknowledgeoftheparkmaybe
helpful here;vegetati
onorgeologi
cal maps maygi
vesomeclue.
Existing inform ation W hatsi
tes and components havealreadybeeni
denti
fi
ed?CheckParks
Servi
cehi
storyorheri
tagesecti
onrecords and databases.AlsochecktheAustrali
anHeri
tage
Commi
ssi
on'
s regi
ster,and Nati
onal Trustlandscapeli
sti
ngs.
Others knowledge Askparkstaffwhohaveagood knowledgeofthearea,orwhohaveworked
alongti
mei
ntheregi
on,i
ftheyknow ofanyunusual features.Consultwi
thlocal hi
stori
ans and
hi
stori
cal soci
eti
es.Oral hi
stori
es wi
thold-ti
mers orsettlers descendants canbeparti
cularly
helpful.
Observation Geti
nthehabi
toflooki
ngoutforcultural landscapefeatures i
nthecourseofyour
duti
es.Makesurethatyounotedownanythi
ngofi
nterest,taki
ngspeci
al caretoexplai
ni
ts
locati
on,sothati
ti
s easyforsomeoneelsetofi
nd.Sketchmaps,photos,notes and soonareall
useful.Startafi
lei
ntheoffi
ce,and makesurethatotherstaffknow ofi
ts exi
stence.Getthem to
contri
butetoi
ttoo.
Search for further information Co-ordi
natesystemati
csearches forparti
cularcultural landscape
types orfeatures wi
thyourServi
cehi
stori
cplaces orheri
tagesecti
on.Theymayalreadyhaveplans
forsuchaprogrammeunderway.Li
kewi
se,co-ordi
natewi
thotherMOU Parks Servi
ces:thi
si
s
theonlywaythatAl s-wi
dei
nventori
es and databases ofthemati
ccultural landscapes and features
canbebui
ltup.Thi
si
s anessenti
al stepbeforeAlps-wi
deassessments ofsi
gni
fi
cancecanbe
made.[Managementrecommendati
on]
Cross-border co-operation Co-ordi
natewi
ththeAALC Cultural Heri
tageW orki
ngGroupon
systemati
csearches.Letthem know ofanythemati
clandscapeorfeaturesearches thatyouare
thi
nki
ngofconducti
ng.Theymayi
ni
ti
ateand co-ordi
natesi
mi
larsearches i
notherMOU parks.
External assistance Applyforexternal fundi
ngorassi
stancetolocateand researchcultural
landscapes i
nyourarea.Students i
nsearchoffi
eld workexperi
enceorundertaki
ngterti
ary
heri
tagecourses maybei
nterested i
nparti
ci
pati
ng.
Now you wi
ll need to deci
dewhetherornotyourlandscapehas cultural values worthyoffurther
i
nvesti
gati
on.Exami
nethefeatures i
n theli
ghtoftheacti
vi
ti
es you know took placei
n thearea,
gleaned from yourknowledgeofthehi
stori
cal background.Do theydemonstratei
mportantAlps
themes,ormore general hi
stori
cal trends? The fi
rststep i
s to research the landscape i
n more
detai
l.
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4.1.3Surveyingand documenting cultural landscapes
Onceacultural landscapeand i
ts features havebeendefi
ned,youwi
ll need tosurvey,record and
documentthem.Thi
s allows youtocarryoutfurtherresearchand analysi
s oftheplacewhen
you'
rebacki
ntheoffi
ce.Italsoensures thatapermanentrecord ofthelandscapeexi
sts.
Thescaleofthelandscapetoberecorded wi
ll determi
nethetechni
ques used fordocumentati
on.
Fori
nstance,asmall compactlandscapewi
thfew features i
s easi
lyrecorded byonepersonwi
tha
sheetofpaper,atapemeasureand acompass i
nanhourortwo.Ontheotherhand,an
extensi
ve,complexlandscapewi
thmanyfeatures maytakeateam ofexperts several weeks to
surveyand document.
Informati
onyouwi
ll need torecord forthelandscapeand i
ts features i
ncludes:
a)locati
on
b)descri
pti
on
c)exi
sti
ngcondi
ti
on
d)threats
a)Location

M ethods and tools for surveyingand documentingcultural landscapes

A vari
etyofmethods and tools forrecordi
ngthephysi
cal evi
denceofcultural landscapes and
thei
rfeatures i
s avai
lable(McCann1994:
130-131).

M ethod
Topographi
cbase
Global Posi
ti
oni
ng
System (GPS)
Speci
ali
stplans

Aeri
al photographs

Fi
eld notes
Photographthe
landscapeand i
ts
di
sti
ngui
shi
ng
features

Use
fori
denti
fyi
ngand plotti
ngexi
sti
ngphysi
cal features and hi
stori
cal
evi
dencemaps areessenti
al.
record theboundaryco-ordi
nates ofthelandscapebei
ngdescri
bed,
and thecoordi
nates offeatures wi
thi
nthelandscape.
suchas enlargements ofanannotated porti
onplan,mi
ni
ngsurveys and
aeri
al photographs,can be used to assi
sti
n locati
ng parti
cular si
tes,
structures and boundari
es,and i
n determi
ni
ngthespati
al relati
onshi
ps
and li
nks betweenthem
maybeuseful forrecordi
ngtheposi
ti
onoffeatures and boundari
es especi
allyi
fthelandscapei
s extensi
ve.
should bemade,descri
bi
ngthephysi
cal setti
ng,condi
ti
on,relati
onshi
p
betweenelements,threats,matters requi
ri
ngfollow-upacti
onor
research.
record thedate,locati
onand ori
entati
onofthevi
ew taken,and note
thi
si
nformati
ononamap.Makesurethepoi
ntfrom whi
chthe
photowas takeni
s marked orcaneasi
lybefound agai
n.
Thi
s allows photos tobetakenfrom the samespotoverti
me,to
record landscapechanges.

Natural and cultural features should beplotted ontothetopographi
cbasemaporplan.GPS
gri
d references canthenbeused forspeci
fi
creference.Besuretomarkscaleand di
recti
onon
plans orsketchmaps.
Always goi
ntothefi
eld fullyprepared,wi
thpens,penci
ls (i
ncludi
ng'
chi
nagraphs'formarki
ng
aeri
al photos)compass,tapemeasure,graphpaper(useful forsetti
ngoutascaleplanofacluster
ofcultural landscapefeatures),photocopi
es ofbasemaps,plans and aeri
al photos todraw on,
and bags forcollecti
ngplantmateri
als fori
denti
fi
cati
on.Ani
ll-prepared fi
eld tri
pthatfai
ls to
obtai
nthevi
tal i
nformati
onrepresents lostti
meand money.And makesureyouhaveall theri
ght
permi
ts!
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b) Description
Features and characteristics to be surveyed and documented
Whatever the nature, type or scale of the cultural landscape being documented, you should always record the following
(McCann 1994:131-132):
Features &
characteristics
Vistas, vantage
points and
landmarks

Use
These may have been important for orientating early visitors to the area, may
have served as navigational aids, or have recreational, aesthetic or spiritual
value for different groups in the local community. Don't forget views into the
landscape, or views of features such as tall trees or towers, from ridgetops,
roadways plains etc.

Circulation
networks

These include major and minor roads, abandoned roads, bridle tracks, stock
routes, walking tracks, cattle pads along contours, river/creek/water access,
water races, timber tramways and snig tracks.

General patterns in
the landscape

This requires describing the topography and other relevant physiographic and
environmental data - for instance flat, undulating, comprised of a series of
closed and open areas, forested ridges, patches of vegetation interspersed
with cleared grazing land, valley, swampy, sheltered, windy etc.

Imprints of past
landuses

These include evidence of grazing, crop growing, forestry, quarrying, mining,
water supply, recreation, conservation.

Water bodies

Dams, creeks, water races, lakes, swamps are all vital landscape elements that
may have had a strong influence on settlement and landuse patterns. Note
that settlement and landuse themselves can influence and shape the character
of these elements.

Vegetation
characteristics

These include forest structure (eg species and age-class composition),
presence of regrowth, formal plantings, cleared land, presence of exotic
species, weed infestation, remnant orchards and gardens.

Clusters of
structures

These will relate to each other either functionally (eg sheep run, sheep dip
and shearing shed associated with wool production), or within a geographic
context such as access to water supply (eg campsite, stock-watering point,
and property boundaries may be located together due to common need for
water, though not necessarily related by function).

Divisions within
the landscape

Boundaries and demarcations may relate to formal surveys or topographic
factors which have determined the location of previous property boundaries
and circulation routes.

Building materials
and construction
techniques

These may reflect the availability of materials, response to environmental
conditions such as wind direction or snow fall, or the particular customs,
aesthetic preferences and skills of different social groups.

c) Existing condition
Condition refers to the state of repair or `integrity' of the landscape and its features, and whether they appear to be stable,
degrading, or improving. Although the condition of a landscape or feature does not affect its historic significance,
determining its condition will help you choose an appropriate management strategy for the protection of its values.
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Recording the existing condition of the landscape is important for ongoing management, because it allows the rate of change
to be monitored over time. By referring to your condition report, either yourself or future managers will be able to decide how
much change has occurred, and whether this is consistent with the management treatment selected for the place.
Make sure you are clear about the terms you use, and give specific details of condition wherever you are able, referring to the
plans you have drawn when necessary. General descriptions of condition may include very poor, poor, fair, good or excellent,
while stability may be described as degrading, stable or improving.
Examples of condition descriptions might include:
the state of exotic vegetation: are the plants are in good health or are they diseased; are they vigorous or in decline;
have plants died, or have weeds invaded. structures: are they stable, or are they degrading? Are they intact or are
significant portions of them missing or damaged? Are they subject to rot or decay/
d) Threats
Threats refer to any processes that if allowed to continue unchecked will over time degrade the values and condition of
the landscape and its features.
Identifying and documenting the threats to a landscape allows you to prepare an appropriate management plan for the landscape
and its features once you are back in the office. record the location of any threats in your survey, and give as many details as
you think will be necessary for devising an appropriate response. For instance, if weed invasions are a threat, what species are
they? What area do they cover? If animals are undermining structures, where exactly is this occurring? Is the threat serious?
Threats to landscapes and their structures come in many guises. For example, look out for vandalism, rot, wind or water
damage, erosion, undermining of foundations, weed invasion, risk of fire, roading and associated works, trampling and also be
aware that inappropriate management strategies or techniques or a failure to recognise the real significance of a place can also
constitute a threat.

You should also refer to section 1.3 on Describing the components of cultural landscapes' in Part 1 of these Guidelines, for
further hints on what other components you might need to look for and document. Each landscape will have its own unique
combination of features and characteristics, so you will have to create your own mix to suit the situation.
Note that consistent recording techniques and documentation must be developed and adopted, across the three MOU
management agencies. (Currently, only New South Wales has standard recording forms for both Aboriginal and historic
places.). It is also essential that site survey and database formats are compatible across Services. This is a prerequisite for the
preparation of Alps
wide databases of landscapes, themes and features. These databases will allow the heritage qualities of landscapes and their
features to be compared Alps-wide, thereby enabling proper assessments of significance to be made. [Management
recommendation]
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4.1.4 Researching the history of cultural landscapes
The process of building a general historical picture through reading and consultation (see 4.1.1) is essential for an initial
orientation to a park's cultural landscapes. However, before you can start ascribing themes, historic periods and significance to
the landscape and its features, you will need to undertake more detailed, place-specific historical research.
This process can be time consuming and you may require expert assistance. You may need to consult with your Park Service's
history or heritage section, engage a professional historian or draw on voluntary assistance from local historical groups and
organisations.
You will need to collect historical information from a wide range of sources, including those already mentioned in Section
4.1.1. To this add (McCann 1994:126):
•

Reports held by Parks Services in local, regional or head offices.

•

Local and regional histories.

•

Thematic histories, eg on mining, pastoralism or sawmilling, such as Tor Holth's Cattlemen of the High Country.

•

Histories structured around features, such as Klaus Hueneke's Huts of the High Country.

•

Historical maps (there are many sources for these, including hand-drawn maps contained in government files or personal
journals, survey plans, and maps held in archives).

•

Historical photographs, lithographs, sketches, paintings and postcards.

•

Local newspapers (back copies held in local historical archives or regional or state libraries).

•

Land selection records.

•

Gazetteers and Post Office directories.

•

Family or business papers.

•

Personal diaries or field journals of explorers, surveyors, visitors, residents or scientists.

•

Government files: reports on specific land-use practices and Crown Lands management records such as pastoral leases.

•

Census records: these show demographic patterns.

•

Statistical returns.

•

Government reports and journals, for example the soil conservation journal.
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• Parliamentary papers: Royal Commissions and Select Committees of Inquiry usually contain minutes of evidence from
local residents, as well as official reports and findings on specific issues.
Most of the above sources are held in State Libraries in metropolitan cities, and you may require assistance in researching them.
Public records offices hold many important documents. Park Services' central libraries or archives may have some reports of
interest. Local Park Service, forestry or water management authority offices may still contain old files with relevance to your
landscape.
Other sources include:
Oral histories: Recollections of local residents can provide insights into changes in their environment during their lifetimes.
You may also find people who once lived or worked in your park. Visiting sites and features with them in the field may
yield excellent information. Recording their testimony on tape provides a permanent record. Klaus Huenecke and Tor Holth
have both recorded and published extensive oral histories with Alps identities. The CHWG has also recently completed its
own theme-based oral history project, and has compiled a bibliography of all Alps oral history sources (Hodges, 1993).
•

Community groups, such as historical societies, progress societies and sporting and other clubs, may hold records, such as
minutes of meetings, as well as knowing the whereabouts of former residents and people who may be able to assist you.

Once you have collected all the relevant information, you need to see how it relates to the historic themes outlined in Part 2 of
these Guidelines. Remember that the purpose of this detailed historic research is to assist in understanding the landscape and its
features in terms of these themes, and to help explain how the components relate to each other, in time and with respect to use.
Historical research will also help identify how activities and processes (political, economic, technological, social and cultural)
relate to the landscape and its features over time, who was involved, what were the most important landscape-shaping events,
and so on. This leads in to the next stage: analysing the evidence.
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4.2 Analysing cultural landscapes
Analysing and interpreting what you see in the field basically involves relating features to local and wider historical themes,
and ascribing features and evidence of themes to historic periods.
The first step in analysis is to separate the complex range of documentary and physical evidence as it appears in the landscape
into its component parts, on the basis of close examination in the field and documentary evidence. These components can then
be ascribed to the themes and historic periods identified. This can be done, for instance, by linking physical evidence (such as
the age of features as identified in the use of materials, techniques or styles characteristic of a particular time), with historic
periods discovered through documentary research. Similarly, features can be ascribed to themes, on the basis of the uses to
which they were put. Sheep dips, for instance, obviously relate to the pastoral theme.
Methods to assist in the process of analysis of the information include the following (McCann
1994:133-134):
•

Chronological ordering of the place's history, reflecting the sequence of human occupation and the way in which the
landscape has evolved over time. This enables historical phases to be defined and linked to wider social and economic
themes. It may be useful to set this out graphically in the form of an historical time line, or chart.

•

Explanation of the spatial distribution of components, illustrating how clusters of individual features and sites interrelate
within the broader landscape setting.

•

Examination of networks: networks and connections link landscape components and human systems, forging an integrated,
coherent setting with a distinct cultural landscape character. Network links may remain visible over time, or may become
indistinct through regeneration of vegetation or erosion.

Information can be represented in a series of map overlays. For example, plotting sheep paddocks or runs over a topographic
base map may reveal that sheep grazing did not extend above a certain altitude; or plotting mining site relics over a geological
map could indicate the routes connecting mine sites, and how the distribution of geological formations and the search for
payable gold interacted to shape the landscape. Alternatively, the information could be plotted on a series of map overlays to
show successive or sequential uses and the resulting changes in the landscape over time. For example, a forest area could have
been cleared and grazed, then abandoned; recolonised by forest, selectively logged, and finally reserved for conservation. These
map overlays can be stored in a Geographic Information System as computerised data to which other variables can be added for
further analysis. They should also be held as hard copy maps.
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Points to consider in the analysis of cultural landscapes
In analysing the data and drawing conclusions about the landscape, the following points should be considered (McCann
1994:134):
•

The relationship between the elements reveals the characteristics of the cultural landscape. How intact these relationships
are, eg through the retention of linking and network features, or the persistence of 'keystone' features, helps determine the
integrity of the landscape. Integrity is the extent to which the historic layers, meanings and relationships between elements
remain intact and can be read in the landscape.

•

All landscapes are dynamic. The visual changes in landscapes over time can be dramatic. For instance, a scene captured in
a colonial photograph or described in surveyor's field notes may be unrecognisable now. Evidence of successive activities
may be revealed in isolated, apparently random remnants. Thus a few straggling hawthorn bushes may be all that is left of
an English style boundary hedgerow; remnant fruit trees and bulb flowers suggest an abandoned farm settlement.
Alternatively, there may be evidence of continuity: nineteenth century technology and land-use practices may still persist.

•

A landscape or a feature may be associated with a number of different themes, activities and historic periods. The
landscape or feature's physical form may have been altered, or on the other hand, may have been left intact by these
associations. In both these cases, a richer historic meaning remains, through this association adding historical depth and
complexity to the landscape or feature.

•

Analysis requires comparing information from different sources: using only one source may result in misleading or
inaccurate conclusions.

•

You should note down any aspects that remain unaddressed, and record any queries or doubts that you might have about
your findings and conclusions.

Example: Landscape analysis of the Orroral Valley
A study of the cultural landscape of the Orroral Valley by Brian Egloff contains a good example of a cultural landscape
analysis. It demonstrates the use of historic research and field survey to identify cultural and natural elements, and illustrates
how this helps ascribe features to periods and uses. It also shows how the landscape derives its meaning and power from the
relationship between the components. It reads in part:
Landscape values in the Orroral Valley are enhanced by the contrast between the naturally wooded rugged heights which
encompass the valley and the anthropogenic [of human origin] grasslands of the valley. Ridges that enclose the valley
provide a sense of seclusion which is reinforced by the solitary homestead complex (1860s). The presence at the Orroral
Valley Satellite Tracking Facility of a cultivated setting that incorporates exotic plants offers an interesting statement of
landscape values which prevailed at the time the station was constructed Exotic species contrast with the natural vegetation
and provide a micro-urban setting within the rural and natural scene (Egloff 1988:22).
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4.3 Assessing the significance of cultural landscapes
Once the information accumulated during documentary and field research has been analysed, you are in a position to assess the
significance of the cultural landscape. Basically, this involves seeing how the most important features and characteristics of the
cultural landscape compare with those of other places, when measured against a particular set of criteria, or indicators of
significance.
It is important to note from the outset that significance is always assessed independently of management considerations, such
as whether the cultural landscape can be conserved, whether it is threatened, or whether or not there are funds for its
management. A cultural landscape containing crumbling earthen structures that cannot be preserved may be far more
significant than one with stable, well-preserved features and a healthy management budget.
4.3.1 What is significance?
The Burra Charter defines significance as follows (Australia ICOMOS 1992:73):
•

Cultural significance is the aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past, present or future generations.

•

The places that are likely to be of significance are those which help an understanding of the past or enrich the present, and
which will be of value to future generations.

For our purposes, an Alps parks cultural landscape will have cultural value if it can demonstrate sufficient physical
evidence or association,, supported by documentary evidence, that:
•
•

provides a tangible link with the broad themes of Alps history, and/or
assists in the analysis and understanding of these Alps themes.

4.3.2 Criteria for the assessment of significance
Before assessment of significance can be undertaken, a set of criteria must be established. Landscapes and landscape features
can then be checked against each of these criteria, and the extent to which they meet each criterion evaluated. Note that some
criteria may be considered to be more important than others. More important criteria can be given a weighting.
The Burra Charter, the Australian Heritage Commission and the state heritage agencies and Parks Services have all
developed criteria and guidelines for the assessment of significance. The Burra Charter defines the values comprising
'cultural significance' as (Australia ICOMOS 1992:73):
•

Aesthetic value: including aspects of sensory perception, measured by qualities such as form, scale, colour, texture and
material of the fabric (ie the physical evidence of the landscape).

•

Historic value: relating to how a place has influenced or been influenced by an historic figure, event, phase or activity, or
whether it was the site of an important event. Historic significance is greater where evidence of the association is stronger,
eg through survival of evidence in good condition.
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• Scientific value: reflecting the importance of the data involved, its rarity, quality, or representativeness, and on the degree to
which the place may contribute further substantial information.
•

Social value: embracing the qualities for which a place has become a focus of spiritual, political, national or other cultural
sentiment to a majority or minority group.

The Australian Heritage Commission also has criteria defined in its legislation for assessing places for addition to its Register.
There are a wide range of criteria; the following relate to cultural landscapes (the numbers, which appear in the legislation, allow
the criteria to be identified in shortened form):
•

Association with events, developments or cultural phases which have had a significant role in the history of the nation, state,
region or community (eg village sites and exotic plantings associated with Snowy Mountain Hydroelectric Scheme migrant
workers). (A4)

•

Demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered way of life, custom, process, land-use, function or design (eg transhumance 
seasonal herding of cattle to follow pastures). (B2)

•

Has research potential, yielding information that will contribute to a wider understanding of the history of human occupation
of Australia (eg Maisie Fawcett's grazing exclusion plots). (C2)

•

Demonstrates the principal characteristics of a range of human activities in the Australian environment (eg Pretty Valley).
(D2)
Exhibits particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community or cultural group (eg Kosciusko summit area). (El)

•

Demonstrates a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period (eg Eucumbene Tunnel - Snowy
Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme). (F1)

•

Has special associations with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons (eg cattlemen's
huts). (G)

•

Has special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in Australia's history
(Kosciusko area's association with Strezlecki). (H)

Other values contributing to the significance of cultural landscapes have been proposed, including interpretative value, associative
value and integrity of landscape fabric (Taylor, 1995:34). Diversity (the range of features and meanings represented) is also
recognised as important (Paterson and
Colby, 1989:41).
The integrity of a cultural landscape is the degree to which the landscape retains intact evidence from past historic periods. Note
that many landscapes are important precisely because they have continued to evolve, leaving traces of different phases of
occupation. Mining landscapes are a good example. Defining the degree of integrity can sometimes be difficult.
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Thus the main 'measures' that can be used to judge whether a landscape or landscape feature possesses enough of a
particular value to be significant include:
•

rarity or uniqueness

•

representativeness

•

continuity of past and present

•

integrity of fabric and the relationships between components

•

interpretability

•

level of technical achievement

•

association (with important person or group or event)

•

closeness and duration of association with event or theme

•

best expression of the type

•

how seminal or formative the activities, events, associations, and techniques evident in the landscape were

•

relative age

•

symbolic importance

•

diversity represented in the landscape

4.3.3 Values and measures of significance for Alps parks landscapes
Reflecting the fact that the natural, scientific, aesthetic and recreational qualities of Alps parks landscapes have their own
mechanisms for protection and management, our focus is mainly on historic value associated with these qualities. The Burra
Charter itself notes that 'historic value encompasses the history of aesthetics, science and society, and therefore to a large
extent underlies all of [these].' (Australia ICOMOS 1992:73). The 'measures' described above can be used to assess the quality
of the values attached to a place. Apply the AHC criteria where it is appropriate to your cultural landscape or feature.
Whatever values, criteria and measures you decide to use in your assessment, make sure you explain which ones you are using
in your assessment.
It is essential that the assessment of Alps parks cultural landscapes and features moves towards using a standard set of values,
criteria and measures. This will require co-ordination and agreement among Parks Service history and heritage sections, and
will need to be consistent with broader Parks Service assessment procedures. [Management recommendation]
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4.3.4 The comparative nature of significance
The idea of significance is by nature comparative. For instance, consider if everything was 'significant': the concept would be
of no value in guiding our actions, as it would not help us direct scarce resources to the most important landscapes and
features.
Thus we need to compare the landscapes and features we are studying, with other landscapes elsewhere in the Alps. Drawing
comparisons may be possible if extensive studies of landscape or feature types have been done. For instance, there are
exhaustive studies of huts in Victoria, the ACT and New South Wales. However, as yet no integrated, Alps-wide studies of
cultural landscapes or features have been undertaken. We need these comparative studies for all Australian Alps themes and
features, before we can make really accurate assessments of the significance of Alps cultural landscapes. These assessments
must be co-ordinated across all Alps National Parks, using the same, or at least compatible, values, criteria, procedures and
database formats. [Management recommendation]
People assessing significance need to have some experience in comparative examples or case studies - obviously, the more
extensive the experience and knowledge of the type of landscape or feature, the better. If you know all the mining sites in your
area, and are confident that you have done the survey, historical research and analysis thoroughly, you may be in the best
position to assess the comparative significance of these mining sites. However, the comparison would extend only as far as your
area or your knowledge reaches. If you lack Alps-wide experience and knowledge, you will need to get assistance from your
Park Service's history or heritage section, or engage an historian or consultant with appropriate expertise. Reports and studies, if
they exist, may be able to help you reach more general conclusions about comparative significance.
4.3.5 The scale or scope of the significance assessment
Significance can be assessed at the local, regional, state, Alps, national or international level. This depends on the scope and
purpose of the study, the expertise of the assessor, and the availability of information on which to base comparisons. It is
essential to note the scale at which you are assessing significance in your report.
Note that regional, state and national themes may be expressed in Alps landscapes, just as often as specifically Alps themes
are. In this case, the scope of your comparative assessment will extend beyond the boundaries of the Alps Parks.
A landscape is made up of many components. As landscape features themselves possess significance, a thorough analysis and
assessment of their value must also be undertaken, as part of the overall evaluation process. Cultural landscape significance
assessments may therefore contain an assessment of individual components, as well as an assessment of the overall landscape
significance. Don't forget, however, that the significance of the landscape reflects not just the sum of the individual parts, but
rather the landscape as an integrated whole. It is the nature of the relationship between features, and between features and the
broader landscape setting, that is most important.
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4.3.6 Significance as the basis for management
The significance of a place determines the appropriate conservation policy and management approach. Without a proper
assessment of significance, vital elements of meaning may be damaged or lost altogether through inappropriate treatment.
Examples of this are rife - far too often, management dollars are spent in retaining aesthetically appealing, or recreationally
popular cultural landscape features, leaving the more significant 'ugly ducklings' to the ravages of decay. Worse still, in the
absence of full knowledge of their value, these 'ugly ducklings' may be removed altogether, either inadvertently during the
course of road or carpark construction, in the interests of maintaining a 'neat and tidy' landscape, in the reduction of 'fire hazard',
or in the name of maintaining 'public safety'.
.
4.3.7 Points to note in the assessment of significance
When assessing significance of Alps Parks landscapes, always bear in mind the following points:
•

Different layers of meaning in the landscape (for example, features or relationships representing particular themes and
historical periods) will have different levels of significance. The overall significance of the landscape may reflect the
significance of the most important physical feature, theme or historical period represented, or it may be a composite rating
based on the significance of a number of layers.

•

The multilayered nature of significance associated with cultural landscapes has been noted above. Whatever you conclude
the primary significance of a place to be, all other aspects of significance should be considered and noted in your
assessment.

•

Landscapes may have cultural significance even though they appear unattractive or quite ordinary. For instance, they can
be representative of a particular land-use or way of life, rather than rare or unusual examples of their type.

•

Assessing cultural value is rarely clearcut or objective, because the concept is loaded with cultural assumptions and
interpretations (for instance, whose values should be taken as the standard?). Problems associated with this subjectivity
can be minimised by clearly stating what values and criteria you are using, so that others can at least understand the basis
on which the evaluation was made - even if they don't agree with them!.

•

The validity of the judgements in assessing significance will depend upon the care with which the information is collected,
and the reasoning applied to it. Thus the more thorough the historical, documentary and field research, and the more
effective the analysis, the more you are likely to come up with an adequate assessment of the significance of a place.

•

You should state your conclusions regarding the significance of the landscape and the meanings attached to it, and why
you have reached these conclusions.

•

Any unresolved aspects in assessing significance should be identified, such as uncertainty in ascribing a landscape feature
to a theme, or doubts in the strength of association that an important person may have had with a place.
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4.3.8 The importance of assessing significance
Assessing significance is important because it:
•

Focuses attention on the historic values of the landscape - the process of research, analysis and assessment is in fact the
'making' and writing of landscape history.

•

Forms the basis for conservation policy and management of the landscape.

•

Allows scarce resources to be concentrated on management, conservation and interpretation of the most important
landscapes and features.

•

Assists in decision-making. For instance, in times of emergency such as fire, having information on the relative
significance of places allows effort to be directed to protecting the most significant landscapes and landscape features.

•

Assists is justifying applications for funding for management of cultural landscapes and their features.

4.3.9 Statement of significance
After going through the assessment process, you will need to state quite clearly the significance of the place and its features.
The statement of significance must summarise key points from the analysis phase so that a conservation policy can advise what
aspects and components should be protected, including both natural features and constructed forms.
Appendix One gives two examples of cultural landscape assessments and statements of significance - for Currango Homestead
and landscape, and for Kiandra - demonstrating the above principles.
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Part5
Preparing landscape
conservation
policy and strategy
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Once the cultural landscape and its features have been analysed and assessed for significance, decisions can be made regarding
their conservation. The appropriate approach to conservation management will be determined by the significance of the
landscape and its features, their condition, and their conservation requirements, as revealed by research and analysis.

5.1 Conservation treatments for cultural landscapes and their features
A number of conservation treatments are set out in the Burra Charter, for the conservation of places with cultural significance
(Australia ICOMOS 1992:47-60). These also apply to the conservation of cultural landscapes and their features. You will need
to decide which treatment (or treatments) are appropriate to your situation.
•

No action: take no action to intervene - but make sure to thoroughly document the existing condition of the landscape or
feature.

•

Preservation: maintain the fabric (ie the physical material) of a place in its existing state, by taking action to retard
further deterioration.

•

Restoration: return the existing fabric of a place to a known pre-existing condition, without the introduction of new
material. (Reassembling of original materials in situ is acceptable although difficult; removal of
additions is a more
common practice).

•

Reconstruction: return the place as nearly as possible to a known earlier state, with the introduction of new materials into
the fabric. This is not to be confused with either recreation (rebuilding a missing landscape component or structure totally
anew), or reconstruction to a preexisting condition that is only guessed at rather than based on firm evidence. It is doubtful
whether recreation would be acceptable in Alps cultural landscapes; reconstruction based on conjecture is certainly to be
avoided.

•

Adaptation: modify the place to enable a proposed compatible use to take place. 'Compatible use' refers to uses which
involve no change to the culturally significant fabric; uses which involve changes which are substantially reversible, or
uses in which changes involve only a minimal impact. (see Australia ICOMOS 1992:22,35-37)

The cultural landscape is made up of the individual features that occur within it, the relationship between these elements, and
the relationship between the elements and the broader landscape. All of these components of the cultural landscape require
management, whether broadacre landscape processes or smaller scale features.
Different components of the cultural landscape will almost certainly require different treatments. Thus you will not be required
to choose one or other of the above, but rather a range of treatments, applied to different components at different scales,
perhaps at different points in time. In the case of the alluvial mining landscape of Oriental Claims, for instance, all treatments
could be applied.
Note that the objective is not necessarily to 'freeze' a landscape in time. Although there may be some landscapes or features
where it is desirable to preserve evidence of the past as intact as possible, new uses can be introduced into many landscapes. In
fact, this can add to the complexity and richness of a
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place, by allowing the process of cultural landscape evolution to continue. It is essential, however, that these new uses are
compatible, and that the changes do not detract from or overwhelm the significance and pre-existing layers of meaning.
5.2 Conservation policy
You will need to make decisions about the appropriate treatments for your cultural landscape, and present your conclusions in
the form of a conservation policy. You should approach the development of conservation policy in a logical fashion. Both the
Burra Charter and Kerr's The conservation plan provide guidelines for the development of policy (Australia ICOMOS 1992:76
79; Kerr 1990:1416).
5.2.1 Background to conservation policy: constraints and opportunities
The information that you will need to consider for the development of conservation policy includes:
•

Requirements for the retention of significance

You should identify any requirements for the maintenance of the cultural significance of the site. This follows directly from the
statement of significance. For instance, the 'keystone' components of the place - that is, the components considered central to
its meaning and significance - may be listed, and actions that are necessary to conserve them identified. Alternatively, actions
likely to degrade their significance may be stated.
For instance, the conservation plan for Currango noted that 'no new structures should be permitted in areas which would
compromise the visual integrity of the place.' (NSW NPWS n.d.:21). As another example, the draft conservation plan for
Kiandra remarked that 'the significance statement attaches a high degree of significance to the natural environmental setting and
the mining landscape', and that the remaining buildings, as a complex, 'are integral to understanding the original townscape.'
Therefore, 'Conservation policies [must] be directed towards preserving the existing aesthetic qualities of both the natural and
cultural environment.'
•

Physical condition

A reasonable knowledge of the physical condition and integrity of the landscape and its components is necessary, to identify
areas which have high priority for action, and as a basis for selecting appropriate management options.Is a landscape feature
degraded beyond redemption? How intact are structures? If they are ruined, are the components still present? Could the
structure be reassembled? How effective would a treatment be, in conserving significance?
•

External requirements and constraints

This includes statutory requirements under the various Commonwealth, State and Territory acts and regulations relevant to the
landscape. Constraints imposed by the jurisdiction of other authorities may also operate, eg easements for electricity
transmission, water harvesting, roading, etc. Other things to consider include building and health regulations, public safety
regulations, vermin and noxious weed control, leases to private individuals or operators, fire management requirements and
archaeological aspects. And of course, consistency with parks management plans is necessary. (Note that management plans
may need to be amended or updated as cultural landscape conservation plans
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are prepared, and more accurate information is obtained on significance and appropriate treatment.) [Management
recommendation]
Community interests, involvements and expectations should also be considered at this point. This may include community
sensitivities and feelings about the investigation and treatment of certain places. The needs of any continuing users of the
place should be listed.
•

Resources

The constraints and opportunities associated with resourcing the conservation management of the cultural landscape should be
investigated and noted at this point. This includes funding, management issues and personnel requirements.
All the above should be researched and the relevant requirements or constraints recorded in your conservation management
report. Perhaps under the title Background to conservation policy: constraints and opportunities'.
5.2.2. Developing conservation policy
In developing the conservation policy, it is necessary to assess all the information relevant to the future care of the place and its
fabric. The conservation policy should cover the following (Australia ICOMOS 1992:76-79):
Fabric and setting: Identify the most appropriate set of conservation treatments (as described above) and actions to care for
the fabric of the place. This will be determined by the significance of the place or feature, and any constraints that exist.
Use: Identify a feasible use or combination of uses compatible with the retention of the significance of the place. This may, for
instance, involve estimating visitor numbers and impact thresholds, and sketching out an appropriate visitor programme for
the place.
Interpretation: Where the landscape has high interpretive value, and where consistent with its conservation requirements,
outline a method of revealing the significance of the place to the public, while still retaining its significance. For instance, this
may involve treatment of the fabric to show
historic meanings, use of the place in a way consistent with its original use, or the use of introduced interpretive material.
Management: Identify the appropriate management structure for implementation (see below 'Implementation').
Control of physical intervention in the fabric: Develop a set of procedures for controlling intervention in the physical
evidence of the place. This includes specifying unavoidable intervention, identifying likely impacts of intervention on
significance, stating how much intervention for non-conservation purposes is acceptable, and outlining any research proposals
that will impact on the fabric. Note that there may also be cultural, social and religious reasons for not intervening in the fabric
(see below). Intervention may be necessary as part of the conservation treatment, for interpretation purposes, during
adaptation to a compatible use, or as part of a research project to reveal more information about the landscape or feature.
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Constraints on investigation: Note anything that may limit investigation of the landscape or access to the place by
researchers, workers and the public. For instance, there may be cultural, social or religious or ethical reasons that prevent this.
Physical investigation of a cemetery, for example, would not be appropriate in most cases.
Future developments that are likely to take place: The conservation policy should look at possible future developments, eg
in parks policy or management, and how these might impact on the landscape and its significance. You should aim for a
flexible policy that can be adapted to changing conditions, while retaining the significance of the place.
Adoption of the policy and a process for its periodic review: To succeed, and before it can be implemented, the policy needs
to be officially adopted as park policy - a means of achieving this must be included in your report. A review process is
necessary, to ensure that adjustments can be made, in response to changes in conditions, alteration to other park policies,
changes in funding level or use etc.
You should also consider the impact of implementing the policy on systems outside the boundary of the cultural landscape in
question. For instance, will increased visitor numbers have a detrimental effect on natural or cultural systems nearby? Will
exotic plants earmarked for retention invade adjoining bushland?
Appendix 2 provides examples of how two cultural landscape conservation plans present conservation policy
information. Extracts are from the Kiandra Study (draft), and the Currango Conservation Plan.
5.3 Implementation: the conservation management strategy
Implementation of the policy requires a strategy for the conservation management of the landscape and its components
(Australia ICOMOS 1992:79). This must consider:
•

Appropriate treatments and techniques

What specialist techniques are required, to maximise the conservation of significance of the landscape or feature, while
minimising damage to the fabric? For instance, you may need a specialist conservation architect to suggest techniques for
stabilising crumbling earthen structures. In some cases, technical problems may prevent a course of action, such as difficulty
of moving equipment onto a site.
•

Financial resources required

How much money is required? Where will the funds come from? Can you get external funding for the project?.
•

Personnel required - technical, specialist and works crews

Who will do the detailed conservation works? Are works crews available? Do they have the skills? How can they be
trained?
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• Sequencing of works
In what order must the work be done? For example, must drainage works be completed, or burrowing animals be controlled,
before foundations can be stabilised, or before erosion revegetation can proceed?
•

Timing of works

When will the work be done? How long will it take? What is the right time of the year, with respect to climatic conditions, other
work commitments, availability of works staff and specialist advisers, visitor pressures?
•

Impact of management actions on other park values

Will other parks values be reduced or enhanced by the actions? Can these values be enhanced and negative impacts reduced,
at the same time as undertaking the work? For instance, co-ordinating a vegetation management programme for the landscape
with a weed control programme designed to protect the parks natural values may yield significant cost reductions for both.
•

Management responsibility for implementation

Is there an adequate management structure for the implementation of the policy? Which sections of the organisation will be
responsible, for implementing which parts of the policy? Who will oversee and co-ordinate the work? Who will monitor the
impacts?
•

Provision for ongoing and cyclical maintenance

Which are the essential components of the landscape that need to be maintained, what maintenance work will be required, and
how often?
•

Ongoing estimates of budgetary requirements

How much will be needed in the future, for regular management, maintenance and further development? Where
will these funds come from?
•

Process for monitoring, implementation and evaluation of outcomes

When and how will the programme be evaluated, and by whom? What about review, and 'fine tuning'?
All specialist reports, such as a conservation study, or an exotic vegetation study, must be translated into management plans
addressing the above points.
Note that some funding agencies for specialist studies, such as the Australian Heritage Commission or the Australian Nature
Conservation Agency, may require monitoring of the implementation of study recommendations.
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5.4 Preparation of conservation and management plans
Conservation plans and park management plans have traditionally been different types of documents.
Conservation plans usually contain a description and history of the place, an assessment and statement of cultural
significance, and conservation policies based on analysing the existing condition, use, and significance of the place,
and the management requirements of the significant components.
Management plans usually contain management objectives and strategies for resource conservation, park protection,
visitor management and community awareness. Zoning plans, a table of authorised uses and an implementation schedule
of works, costed and listed by priority, are also generally included.
You may undertake a conservation plan as an independent project, for instance with the assistance of external funding, or it
may be prepared and presented in conjunction with a park management plan.
Flowchart 3: development of conservation policy and strategy
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5.5 Management at the landscape level
Management of national parks on the ground is based on units often defined on the basis of accessibility. For cultural landscapes
in the Alps National Parks, consideration must be given to defining holistic landscape management units based on cultural
landscape patterns. This will help to avoid the application of different treatments, standards and techniques in the same cultural
landscape area, which could result in damage to or loss of some of the physical evidence.
Up to date, most of the focus in heritage conservation has been on the management of individual structures. As remarked
earlier, cultural landscapes consist of broadscale landscape processes, landscape features, and evidence of the relationships
between them. To retain meaning in cultural landscapes, all of these must be considered in conservation policy, strategy and
management. It is essential to include broadscale landscape processes when considering the management of cultural
landscapes.
5.6 Management of historic structures in the landscape context
Guidelines for managing historic buildings provide much advice on identifying, analysing and repairing construction details.
There has been much less written on the management of structures within a landscape context.
This requires identifying the elements and characteristics that relate the structure to other features in the landscape, and to the
broader landscape itself. This includes identifying linkages, such as historic access routes to a structure; understanding the
topographic reasons for its siting; considering the importance of sight lines to and from it, and focussing on structures or
features that relate it to other components in the landscape, for instance by virtue of common usage. On the basis of analysing
this information, it may be necessary to restore or reconstruct access and sight lines to a structure, so as to reinstate its meaning
in the landscape context.
5.7 Monitoring landscape changes, treatments, and impacts
Monitoring processes must be established, to chart the changes in both natural and cultural systems in the landscape over time.
This allows you to detect any changes in the cultural landscape and its values that may occur, either as a result of natural
processes, human use of the landscape, or as a result of the conservation treatment and management regime you have
implemented.
The first step is to establish base level data, noting the condition and state of the components, such as extent and behaviour of
natural and exotic vegetation, integrity of structures, and stability of soil. Regular inspections and follow-up using the same
techniques will be required, at specified intervals. Techniques will depend on the components being monitored and the
information to be obtained, as well as budgets and availability of monitoring staff and equipment. Techniques include photo
monitoring points, vegetation quadrats, visitor counts and surveys. Techniques for the assessment of the condition of structures
include the application of glass 'tell-tales' over cracks, and checking the state of roof plumbing and waterproofing. For the wider
landscape, annual aerial photo coverage will reveal incremental change, such as the extent of disturbed ground due to feral
horses, or the colonisation of open grasslands by woody shrubs and trees.
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Alps Parks Services must co-ordinate their monitoring procedures, to ensure that the measurements used, techniques
employed, data obtained, database
formats and monitoring frequency are consistent, and therefore comparable. There may also be significant opportunities for
cost savings, where expensive procedures such as aerial photography can be co-ordinated. [Management recommendation]
5.8 Recording of regular management practices in Alps National Parks
All landscapes in Alps parks may be considered as cultural landscapes, in that they are subject to management regimes that
are determined by contemporary ideas of appropriate park management. To enable these processes of continuing landscape
evolution to be studied, documentation of daily and routine activities is required for all actions, everywhere in the park - not
just for identified or significant cultural landscapes.
Recording of everyday management activities will enable future researchers to understand the management activities that are
shaping Alps parks landscapes today. These include factors such as roading practices (eg location, construction, and frequency
of maintenance and use); waste management (location, treatment, and frequency of use of tip sites); frequency of ski slope
grooming; vermin eradication; weed spraying; suppression of exotic wildings; removal of native vegetation for fire control,
control of vegetation for landscape management or public safety reasons, and general fire management practices. Use the
experience you gain from trying to interpret cultural landscapes yourself, and think what documentation and information would
have helped you understand it and manage it appropriately. Remember that today's practice is tomorrow's history, and next
week's archaeology! Do the next generation a favour, and record what you do.
Regularly filling in a standard activity report form will enable monitoring of these park management activities to occur. It will
also enable a comprehensive GIS record to be prepared, mapping the occurrence of these activities over time.
Monitoring of all park landscapes should occur regularly with respect to environmental changes and the impacts of
management actions. Aerial photography can provide widespread coverage of a landscape. Regular interpretation should be
undertaken to detect subtle and long-term changes, as well as the impact of catastrophic events such as bushfires.
5.9 When to seek assistance
Landscapes contain many complex features of both natural and cultural origin. It is rare for one person to possess all the
necessary skills for their comprehensive research, analysis and assessment. It is likely, then, that you will need assistance at
some stage, in analysis, assessing significance, and making decisions about conservation policy and management.
Be aware of your lack of specialist knowledge, and know where to go for assistance. The type and level of assistance needed
will depend on the project undertaken.
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Sources of assistance and information on how to find it include:
•

Your Park Service history or heritage section. This should always be your first contact. They may be able to assist you
directly with field surveys, documentary research, analysis, assessment of significance and conservation advice, or they
may be able to recommend a consultant.

•

Professional associations of historians and archaeologists should be able to provide you with a list of consultants
specialising in your area of interest.

•

Community groups may possess knowledge and skills that could be engaged. For instance, the Kosciusko Huts Association
has a great deal of expertise in the area of Alps huts, their history and their conservation.

•

Check directories of historical and heritage services and consultants, such as the New South Wales Heritage Council's
'yellow pages' book.
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Part 6
Management issues
of
special interest
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6.1 The management of exotic vegetation 6.1.1 Background
Exotic vegetation is present in many alpine environments as a result of deliberate introductions, or due to naturalisation. In some
cases, exotic vegetation may be the only evidence that a site was once settled.
6.1.2 Types of exotic vegetation occurring in landscapes
Types of exotic vegetation occurring in cultural landscapes include:
ornamental garden plants, specimen trees, vegetable plants, herbs and medicinal plants, fruit trees, avenues, park trees, street
trees, shade trees, windbreaks, soil conservation plantings, stream and river management plantings, landscape plantings,
landmark plantings, hedges, memorial plantings, arboreta, forestry plantations, wildings.
6.1.3 Management considerations
The management issues associated with exotic vegetation are complex. The presence of exotic vegetation can have both
positive and negative impacts on cultural values as well as other parks values.
Negative impact of exotic vegetation on cultural values,:
•

Roots and trunks may disturb structures and foundations.

•

Limbs and trunks may fall and damage structures.

•

Vegetation that is close to structures may increase the risk of damage by fire. (This depends on the type of vegetation eg
conifers with high oil and resin content carry a higher fire risk than deciduous, broadleaved species.)

•

Structures may be smothered and dismantled by vegetation.

•

Oversized vegetation can interfere with the intended scale of the landscape (eg trees planted next to a house may have
grown far larger than was originally intended, and may now dwarf the structure and other features).

•

Vegetation may shade structures, increasing dampness and thereby increasing the rate of degradation.

•

Vegetation may alter the moisture content of soil adjoining or underlying structures, resulting in movement of foundations,
walls etc.

•

Vegetation may obstruct views and sightlines into, out of and within a landscape.

•

Vegetation may suppress other nearby vegetation through shading, smothering and competition.
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• Wildings may spread beyond the intended site, and thereby alter the layout of the original planting scheme.
•

The interpretive value of an area may be reduced by vegetation covering and obscuring important features.

Positive impact of exotic vegetation on cultural values:
•

The vegetation may have cultural significance

•

The vegetation may be important in determining the character of the landscape.

•

Exotic plants may serve an important interpretive function.

•

Vegetation may protect structures and other features from vandalism and souveniring by smothering and hiding them.

•

The proximity of certain forms of vegetation to structures may decrease fire risk (eg broadleaved deciduous species).

•

Exotic plants may stabilise and protect landscapes and their features through reducing land degradation processes such as
erosion.

•

Shading and sheltering by exotic vegetation may protect some landscape features from degradation.

Negative impacts on other park and landscape values
•

Displacement of indigenous vegetation may occur eg through competition; that is, exotic plants may behave as weeds.

•

Exotic vegetation may offer fewer habitat opportunities for native fauna than indigenous vegetation.

•

Exotic vegetation may alter hydrological conditions.

•

The presence of exotic vegetation may, reduce wilderness values.

•

Exotic vegetation can alter the appearance and aesthetic quality of landscapes in undesirable ways.
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Positive impacts on other park and landscape values
•

Exotic vegetation may provide some habitat opportunities for native fauna.

•

It may offer some landscape protection values, eg through stabilising and protecting soils and landforms from erosion.

6.1.4 Guidelines for assessing the significance of exotic vegetation
Use these points as a guide for assessing the cultural significance of vegetation in the landscape. Answering 'yes' to one or
more of these questions suggests that the vegetation has significance.
•

Are the plants important elements of the cultural landscape?

•

Are the plants associated with a particular person or event or historic period of note? How close was this association?

•

How closely do they relate to other elements in the cultural landscape?

•

Are they the result of deliberate planting, rather than naturalisation or the result of chance events?

•

Do they demonstrate or aid the understanding of Alps or wider historical themes?

•

Are the plants rare? eg fruit trees or hybrid roses that are no longer available in nurseries?

•

Are they particularly good examples of their type? eg especially old, large, well-formed, unusual form, high aesthetic value
etc?

6.1.5 General guidelines for the management of exotic vegetation
•

Document and record the exotic vegetation of the site, including species, condition, age, relationship to other landscape
elements (particularly character-defining and significant elements), behaviour, ecological characteristics, tendency to
naturalise.

•

Assess the contribution of the plant to the cultural values of the landscape. This includes assessing the significance of the
plant, and its contribution to the cultural character of the landscape. Plants with high significance should be considered for
retention.

•

Assess the contribution of the plant to the protection or enhancement of other landscape values. A positive contribution
favours retention.

•

Assess the weed potential of the plant, in the environment in which it occurs (eg refer to Carr et al 1992; Berry & Mulvaney
1995). (Weed potential is the tendency of the plant to naturalise and invade disturbed or undisturbed ecosystems.) The
greater the weed potential, the more risk it poses to cultural and natural park values, and the greater the need to manage the
plant. Removal should be considered as the preferred management option for controlling the spread of weedy species.
Where significance of vegetation is high, however, removal may not be appropriate.
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Assess the negative impact of the plant on cultural and natural landscape values. For instance, does the plant displace
indigenous vegetation, or is it threatening structures through the action of roots on foundations, increased fire risk, or dropping
of limbs? You should consider removing plants with potentially high negative impacts.
In some cases, assessing the human intention behind a plant's presence may help you choose an appropriate management
action. Is the plant's location the result of deliberate human action, or is it there through a chance event, such as the tossing of
an apple core, or through weed invasion? Note however that chance occurrences of plant materials can contain important
historical information and may be culturally significant. For example, a localised occurrence of exotic pasture grasses may be
the only evidence that horses were fed at a particular spot, perhaps revealing things about the way people moved within that
landscape. On the other hand, an apple tree in an eroded gully in a mining landscape is likely to be the result of a chance event
of little significance - the casual tossing of an apple core - and is therefore less likely to be significant. Research and study of
the place and its plants should help you here.
Select a management treatment for vegetation that is consistent with objectives for the management of the cultural landscape as
a whole.
•

Assess the probable impacts of the management action you are proposing.

•

Record your action and give the reasons why you have selected this course.

•

Minimise actions that are irreversible, ie avoid actions that mean the place or feature cannot be returned to the original
state. (Relocation and preservation of plant material off site reduces irreversibility.)

•

Establish an ongoing monitoring programme, by documenting the existing condition and status of the exotic vegetation,
and assessing the impact of any action you take over time.

•

Monitor the invasive potential of plants, through mapping of seedlings, monitoring over time using fixed photopoints,
aerial photographs or vegetation mapping based on ground survey.

•

Where significant exotic vegetation cannot be retained on site, for example due to their invasiveness or vulnerability,
consider the retention of plant materials offsite (eg storing seeds, planting cuttings in the office garden etc)

•

If you decide to retain potentially weedy/invasive species for their cultural landscape significance, an amount sufficient to
pay for ongoing removal and suppression of wildings offsite must be budgeted for. Generally this will be required on an
annual basis. Note that this will be required for as long as the potentially invasive plants are retained in the landscape and
as long as they remain reproductively active.

•

Where culturally significant exotic vegetation has a high weed potential, consider replacing it with a variety of the same
species with low weed potential. For instance, infertile varieties may be available. Otherwise, replace with a low weedpotential species of similar appearance and character (be sure to consider cultural meanings and affinities here).
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6.1.6 Guidelines for the management of desirable exotic vegetation
•

Prune to stabilise plants and ensure health, if necessary.

•

Prune or replace oversized or 'overscaled' vegetation

•

Shape plants to intended shape.

•

If consistent with management approach selected (see Section 5.1 on conservation treatments), apply appropriate
horticultural treatment to aid health and vigour of plant.

•

If consistent with management treatment for the landscape and features, replace oversized, dying, diseased, damaged,
unstable plants, with material from the same plant, or the same species. If appropriate, replacements should be planted in
the same position.

6.1.7 Useful references
Berry, S. & Mulvaney, M. (1995) An environmental weeds survey of the Australian Capital Territory Conservation Council of
the ACT and Southeast Region, Canberra
Carr, G. W.; Yugovic, J. V., & Robinson, K. E. (1992) Environmental weed invasions in Victoria: conservation and
management implications Department of Conservation and Environment, Victoria and Ecological Horticulture Pty Ltd,
Melbourne
Gilfedder, F. (1996) Management of exotic plant species in natural areas of the World Heritage Area, Tasmania'
Occasional Paper, Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service, Hobart (in press ) Hawker, J. (1992) 'Researching significant
trees' in Sagazio, C. ed (1992) The National Trust Research Manual Allen and Unwin, St Leonards
Ramsay, E. G. (1992) 'Researching gardens' in Sagazio, C. ed (1992) The National Trust Research Manual Allen and Unwin,
St Leonards
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6.2 The management of indigenous vegetation
6.2.1 Background
Indigenous vegetation is a major component of almost all Alps cultural landscapes. It may possess cultural significance itself,
as well as helping maintain the landscape through providing 'environmental protection' functions such as soil stabilisation.
Furthermore, the management of the biological conservation values of indigenous vegetation is itself an objective of Alps
Parks management.
In many cases, the management of Alps cultural landscapes will require the active management of indigenous vegetation, for
instance though encouraging the revegetation of unstable, eroding sites, or through discouraging the recolonisation of open
spaces by trees and shrubs in cultural landscapes.
6.2.2 Management considerations
Positive implications:
•

Indigenous vegetation forms an integral part of most Alps cultural landscapes.

•

It may have significant biological conservation values.

•

It performs a number of important environmental protection functions that may be vital to conservation of the landscape eg
by guarding against soil erosion.

•

Conservation of indigenous vegetation is a primary objective of National Parks management.

•

Regeneration and vegetation change is a natural process demonstrating the dynamic nature of landscape.

Negative implications (these are similar to those for exotic species, listed above)
•

Indigenous vegetation may degrade cultural landscape values by damaging structures eg through limbs falling onto
structures, lifting foundations, facilitating degradation through shading etc.

•

It may degrade cultural landscape values through recolonising cleared areas.

•

It may increase the fire risk around significant structures or other landscape features.

•

It may reduce the interpretive value of the landscape, through obscuring important landscape features with high interpretive
value.

•

Regeneration of indigenous vegetation may obstruct significant views within, into and out of a cultural landscape.

•

Regeneration may dramatically change the appearance of a cultural landscape.
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6.2.3 Guidelines for assessing the significance of indigenous vegetation
Answering 'yes' to one or more of these questions indicates the vegetation has significance.
•

Does the vegetation have cultural landscape significance? eg were trees deliberately retained since European settlement,
did they serve a purpose such as providing shade, protection from the weather, hanging slaughtered stock, defining a
property boundary etc?. Other questions to ask to assess cultural significance include:
Is the vegetation associated with a particular person or event or historic period of note? How close was
this association?
How closely does it relate to other elements in the cultural landscape?
Does the vegetation demonstrate or aid the understanding of Alps or wider historical themes?
Is the vegetation a particularly good example of its type? eg especially old, large, well formed specimens,
unusual form, high aesthetic value etc?

Also see Section 4.3 - assessing cultural significance.
•

Does the species have biological significance eg are the species or the vegetation community rare, threatened or
endangered? (refer to publications such as Leigh et al 1984, Gullen et al 1990). Does it support or contribute to the survival
of other rare floral or faunal species, for instance by providing habitat?

•

Does the vegetation fulfil important landscape protection functions?

6.2.4 General guidelines for the management of indigenous vegetation
•

Assess significance of cultural landscape and landscape features. The more significant the landscape and its features, the
more attention must be given to conservation of cultural landscape values in management.

•

Assess the natural significance of indigenous vegetation. The higher the significance, the more important it is to manage
the landscape for indigenous vegetation values.

•

Where natural and cultural landscape conservation values conflict, compare the relative significance values of the
indigenous vegetation versus the cultural landscape values, and use this as a guide for decision-making and conservation
planning and management. For instance, where indigenous vegetation with low significance degrades cultural landscape
values with high significance, then action to manage the vegetation to protect the cultural landscape features should be
taken.
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• Investigate the relationship between indigenous vegetation and cultural landscape features, as a guide to managing vegetation
impact on particular components. For instance, what features are most important in shaping or defining the character of the
landscape? In pastoral landscapes, open fields may be important. Is natural regeneration occurring in these areas? Will
these features be degraded as a result of revegetation? This should be included in the section on 'Condition assessment' of
the landscape and its components, in the conservation plan.
•

Management of indigenous vegetation must be consistent with the management objectives for the landscape, developed as
part of the conservation management plan (see section 5.1 on conservation policy and strategy).
Assess condition of vegetation, in regard to health, vigour, ecological behaviour, etc. This includes an assessment of the
rate of recolonisation of cultural landscapes and landscape features eg open fields. This can be done through monitoring
plant recruitment, for instance by undertaking seedling counts and mapping, monitoring the landscape over time using
fixed photopoints, or interpretation of aerial photographs.

•

Natural revegetation of cleared areas in cultural landscapes provides an important opportunity for interpretation,
demonstrating the dynamic quality of landscape evolution.

•

Where culturally significant areas of open space are being actively recolonised by indigenous vegetation, significant or
representative areas may be selected for active management, leaving the balance to revegetate naturally. In this situation,
the process should be interpreted.

•

Ongoing control of natural regeneration will require planning and budgeting for an annual vegetation management
programme.

•

Only locally indigenous species grown from local plant materials should be used in revegetation of cultural landscapes in
Alps National Parks (except where exotic plant materials are required for maintaining cultural landscape values).

6.2.5 Guidelines for the management of desirable indigenous vegetation
•

Natural revegetation processes should be allowed to proceed undisturbed, unless there are strong cultural landscape
conservation reasons for its control.

•

Provide interpretation of natural regeneration processes occurring in cultural landscapes.

•

Where desirable vegetation threatens significant features, it should be treated eg by pruning to minimise the risk of damage.

•

Normal vegetation management principles apply eg application of appropriate burning regimes, weed control, etc.
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6.2.6 Examples
Revegetation of Franklin chalet ski runs.
Ski runs were cut on Mt Franklin in the 1930's, by members of the Canberra Alpine Club. These are now important features of
the Mt Franklin cultural landscape. However, the runs are being recolonised by indigenous woody species, such as Snow Gum
(Eucalyptus pauciflora ). The conservation plan for the site specifies that the most significant ski run will be maintained in its
original form, through control of regeneration, while the others will be allowed to revegetate naturally. This process will be
documented, and interpreted to the public.
Revegetation of Currango homestead site
Natural regeneration is encroaching on the open area surrounding the homestead. Given the significance of the site, the
character-defining nature of the open spaces and the commonness of the recolonising species involved, the indigenous
vegetation should be controlled in this area. Likewise, as historic research and documentation indicates that this area was once
clear, a visual connection with the open plain below should be maintained. This would have been important from the point of
view of stock and land management, and to give the occupants advance notice of arriving visitors, by allowing visual inspection
of the plains. The connection is also important for interpretive reasons, as the existence of the settlement was dependent on this
extensive, naturally open pastoral landscape of the plains.
Note, however, that many original settlements and buildings were placed amongst trees to provide protection from wind and
cold. The Currango homestead is probably no exception. Historic research is required to provide a guide in this case, such as the
comparison of present condition with old photographs, the examination of other documentation, and taking oral historic
evidence from previous occupants or visitors.
Revegetation of Island Bend
Island Bend is a former settlement in the Snowy Mountains, that housed people working on the hydroelectric scheme. The
buildings have been removed, and only footings and asphalt roadways remain. Remnant exotics such as Firethorn (Pyrocanthus
) are highly invasive. The site is at risk of both weed invasion and, in the short-term, soil erosion. Locally indigenous -species
are being planted to actively regenerate and stabilise the site. Certain areas should be retained as an historic record, and for
interpretation purposes.
Hairy anchor plant Discaria pubescens at Orroral Valley.
The nationally rare plant Discaria pubescens occurs in open pasture only 200 metres away from Orroral Valley shearing shed.
Both these features are highly significant. This landscape should be managed for both the significance of its indigenous
vegetation and for its cultural landscape values. Luckily, the plant seems to have survived in this highly modified location for
some time, despite being sensitive to grazing.
Obscuring of culturally significant views by regenerating vegetation
One of the most famous features in Yosemite National Park in the United States is the towering, rocky peak known as El
Capitan. People who have not seen it in the flesh would be familiar with it through the work of the landscape photographer,
Ansel Adams. Commenting recently on a photograph he took some years ago from the one of the classic El Capitan viewing
sites, Adams
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remarked that this view could no longer be had, as 'most of the grand vistas have since been lost to forest cover'. There is an
argument for keeping open significant views such as this. On the other hand, allowing natural processes to run their course,
while obliterating some views, will create new vistas. These, no doubt, will be discovered and photographed in their turn by
some future Ansel Adams.
Useful references
Hawker, J in Sagazio, C. The National Trust Research Manual National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
Leigh, J.; Boden, R. & Briggs, J. (1984) Extinct and endangered plants of Australia Macmillan Australia, South
Melbourne
Gullen, P. K.; Cheal, D. C.& Walsh, N. G. (1990) Rare or threatened plants in Victoria Department of Conservation and
Environment, Melbourne
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6.3 Management of animals in Alps cultural landscapes
6.3.1 Background
Both indigenous and exotic animals occur in cultural landscapes. In many cases, their presence requires careful management.
Management options range from removing particular animal species completely, to manipulating populations and behaviour
to achieve a desired end, through to permitting animal activity to continue unaltered.
The management of animals in cultural landscapes is related to other management decisions, such as deciding whether or not to
allow continuing use in selected areas, the maintenance requirements of certain features such as old pastoral properties, and the
impact of these activities on other primary parks values. The issue is also likely to be contentious and prone to politicisation,
due to the number and type of user groups involved, and differing public perceptions of the issue.
Note also that the management of indigenous animals in cultural landscapes also needs to be addressed, as they too may require
intensive management. The management of kangaroo populations on abandoned pastoral stations is a case in point.
6.3.2 Management considerations Positive
implications
•

Animals may contribute to the cultural significance of the landscape - eg pastoralism was the primary activity giving rise to
many important Alps cultural landscapes, such as pastoral stations and features including stockyards and fences, and horses
were used as the primary form of transport in the early days of settlement and development.

•

Continuing use of Alps parks landscapes by established user groups, such as continued access to bush and alpine grazing
lands, may have cultural significance as well as interpretive and recreational values. .

•
•

Animal activity may be important for maintenance of cultural landscape features, such as open pastoral landscapes.
Conservation of indigenous animals is a primary objective of Alps National Parks management. Negative implications

•

Damage to other primary values present in parks landscapes, such as protection and conservation of flora and fauna, soil,
water quality, aesthetic quality, wilderness values.

•

Possibility of damage to cultural landscapes and landscape features - eg undermining of structures and building foundations
(wombats and rabbits), impact on natural and exotic vegetation through trampling and grazing, exposing soil causing
erosion and destabilisation of sites.
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Other
•

User groups may be disadvantaged by management decisions to restrict continuing uses eg cessation of cattle grazing
licences.

6.3.3 Guidelines for the management of animals in cultural landscapes Deciding whether to
keep or remove animals:
•

Document and record present animal activity and its impacts (note both positives and negatives). For example, kangaroos
may maintain pastoral character but may cause damage through overgrazing.

•

Assess cultural significance of animals in the landscape, from the point of view of
- Contribution to creation of cultural landscape and its features eg establishment of pastoral properties,
creation and maintenance of open fields for grazing.
- Cultural value associated with the continued use of the landscape by animals eg alpine grazing, brumby
running. Are these activities and values restricted to the park, or do they occur commonly elsewhere? The
more restricted these uses are to the Alps , the higher their cultural value is.
- Historic values of the animals present eg the presence of old breeds may be significant.
- Significance for parks visitors (eg birds are an attraction at Mt Buffalo; associations with pastoral history).

The greater the cultural value, the stronger the argument for retaining animals and associated practices in the
landscape.
•

Assess nature conservation values of animals in landscape. Feral and introduced animals will have less value than
indigenous species, while common indigenous species will have less value than uncommon, rare or endangered species.

•

Assess the negative impact of animal activity on cultural landscape values. The greater the negative impact, the stronger
the case for removal (eg wombats digging up Kiandra cemetery).

•

Assess impact of animal activity on other parks values, including flora and fauna, soil, water - is it ecologically
sustainable? Consider the long-term effects on biodiversity, the survival of indigenous species, the protection of soil, water
quality etc. For example, cattle trampling may destroy sphagnum bogs and cause serious erosion in Alpine conditions. The
greater the negative impact, or the lower the ecological sustainability, the more removal or control of the exotic species is
indicated.
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• Assess the contribution of animal presence to the maintenance of the cultural landscape and its features (eg open grazing
paddock, abandoned bridle trails maintained by brumbies). Many pastoral landscapes require continuation of grazing in
some form to retain their pastoral character.
•

Assess contribution of animal presence to maintenance of other parks values. Where the contribution is significant,
retention of the animal is indicated.

•

Assess consistency of exotic animal presence with parks objectives, as set out in acts, regulations, policies and procedures
manuals, and management plans. The less consistent, the more removal is indicated.

Where it is considered appropriate to remove animals:
•

Where animals are to be removed, assess the feasibility and costs of control and removal.

•

Investigate alternative methods for maintenance of cultural landscape or landscape feature, with respect to feasibility, cost,
resources, results. For instance, can kangaroos be used in place of cattle to maintain grassland communities and pastoral
landscapes? This may require research of the scientific literature and perhaps experimentation.

•

Establish a monitoring programme to review the effects of removing the species. Where animals are to

be retained in the landscape:
•

Evaluate the management requirements of continued exotic animal presence in the landscape eg management costs,
rehabilitation work required, supervision, monitoring, administration etc. A management programme should be prepared,
and funded on an ongoing basis.

•

Establish a monitoring process to evaluate the impact of animals in the landscape over time. It is advisable to seek the
assistance of expert Parks Service staff in the design of monitoring programmes.

General Guidelines:
•

Document and record any decisions to change animal management regimes in cultural landscapes. Include the reasons for
the decision.

•

Monitoring of animal activity (both exotic and indigenous), should be part of any general cultural landscape management
or monitoring programme.

•

Interpret the role of animals in cultural landscapes to the public. Where it is decided to remove exotic animals,
interpretation may be used to offset the loss of meaning associated with the cessation of established practices.
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Remove or control animals

Retain animals

•

low contribution to cultural landscape
formation

high contribution to cultural landscape
• formation

•

low contribution to cultural landscape
maintenance

high contribution to cultural landscape
• maintenance

•

low cultural value of continuing presence of
animals

high cultural value of continuing presence of
• animals

•
•

•
•

•

low historic value of exotic species
low nature conservation values of species
high negative impact on cultural landscape
values
high negative impact on other parks values
not consistent with parks objectives

•
•

high historic value of exotic species
high nature conservation values of species

low negative impact on cultural landscape
• values

low negative impact on other parks values
•
consistent with parks objectives
•

6.3.4 Examples
Animals and vegetation management at Orroral station
The open pastoral quality of the Orroral Valley landscape was maintained for many years by the grazing of stock. Since the
cessation of stock grazing, kangaroos have to some extent maintained the open pastoral character of the landscape. However,
it appears that a change in species composition is occurring, due to different grazing habits and tastes. There has been an
increase in the natural regeneration of woody species. Long-term monitoring and research to establish the relationship
between macropod grazing and vegetation change in this landscape is required. Whether the landscape can be maintained as
open grassland by kangaroos remains to be seen.
Overgrazing at Gudgenby
One result of the removal of stock and active management from pastoral landscapes can be seen at Gudgenby station, also
in the ACT's Namadgi National Park. Here, the kangaroo population has increased to the point where damage to
vegetation and soils occurs. Active management to control the artificially elevated numbers of this species may need to be
considered.
Cattle licences in Tingaringy NP
Cattle grazing is permitted in nearly all of Victoria's Tingaringy National Park, including 'wilderness' zones. Directly across
the border to the north lies Kosciusko National Park. Cattle were eliminated from the Kosciusko National Park in 1969,
principally on the basis of protection of catchment values, although nature conservation values were considered as well
(Scougall 1992:27-28). In the absence of fences separating the two parks, cattle from the Victorian side have direct access to
the vegetation and catchments of Kosciusko. This difference in approach reflects historic differences in concern for
catchment values: New South Wales feared that the dams of the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme would suffer from
siltation due to cattle grazing, prompting the removal of cattle from the park.
Wombat damage to Kiandra cemetery
The remains of the cemetery at the abandoned mining town of Kiandra is a significant component of the cultural landscape.
The information on headstones, for instance, tells much about the origins,
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lives and deaths of the former inhabitants. The place, however, is susceptible to the excavations of rabbits and wombats. Both
these animals should be controlled.
6.4 Management of visitor impacts 6.4.1 Background
This section deals with the impacts that people visiting Alps National Parks may have on cultural landscapes and their
values.
One of the main objectives of the Alps National Parks is to provide for visitor use for recreational and educational purposes, in
a natural setting. However, there are many areas, features and values in national parks that are sensitive to visitor use. In
extreme cases, unsympathetic or overuse of these areas can destroy the very values that visitors seek out in National Parks.
Setting and managing for an appropriate level of visitor use that services visitor demand at the same time as protecting cultural
landscape and other parks values is an essential task of management.
6.4.2 Types of visitors and visitor activities
Types of visitors and visitor activities with a bearing on cultural landscape management in Alps National Parks include
daytripping, sightseeing, car touring, bushwalking, downhill skiing, crosscountry skiing, nature and scientific study; education,
visiting resorts, attending conferences in resorts, four wheel drive touring, camping, car camping, rockclimbing, caving,
historical and heritage study, picnicking, horseriding, mountain bike riding, gold panning and gem-seeking, hunting (legal and
illegal), and fishing.
6.4.3 Management implications of visitor use of Alps cultural landscapes Positive implications
of visitor use of cultural landscapes:
•

Making cultural landscapes available for visitation is consistent with the National Parks objective of making educational
and recreational experiences available to the public.

•

Visitor use facilitates increased awareness and support amongst the public for national parks and cultural landscape values.

•

There is the possibility of generating income for parks management - including management of cultural landscapes.

Negative impacts on cultural landscape values:
•

Vandalism, theft or removal of portable items of heritage value may reduce the integrity and condition of the cultural
landscape and its features.

•

Impacts on soil and water may occur, such as erosion and pollution.
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• Visitors may introduce weeds into cultural landscapes, or facilitate their spread within the landscape, degrading cultural
landscape values.
•

Increased fire risk poses a threat to structures and vegetation.

•

Use of vegetation and wood from structures as fuel degrades the condition of cultural landscape features.

•

Littering may detract from cultural landscape values.

•
•

Demand may be generated for an inappropriate level of services and facilities.
The costs of managing visitor impacts may be high. Negative impacts

on other parks values:
•

Erosion or soil degradation through activity or overuse.

•

Damage to vegetation through trampling or use as fuel.

•

Spread of weeds.

•

Increased risk of introducing soil and plant pathogens.

•

Increased fire risk.

•

Littering reduces aesthetic values and may injure wildlife.

•

Release or loss of domestic animals with feral potential can impact heavily on indigenous flora and fauna populations.

•

Water pollution.

•

Physical, biological and visual impacts may result from provision of visitor and resort facilities - especially if planning,
design and quality of construction is poor.

6.4.4 See also:
Access; Appropriate level of facilities. 6.4.5
Guidelines
•

Monitor site for visitor numbers, activities and impacts.

•

Determine sustainable visitor use threshold, with respect to both activities and numbers. This will in part depend on the
sensitivity or resilience of the cultural landscape or feature. The more
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significant the cultural landscape, the greater the need to manage visitor impacts to protect the values of the place.
•

Prepare a management plan or revise existing plan to address issue of negative visitor impacts. Options include restricting
activity at the site, preventing access to the site, changing visitor behaviour at the site, providing facilities to limit impacts.

•

Control visitor use of sites to limit impacts by withholding information on location; encouraging use of alternative, less
sensitive or less significant sites; providing physical barriers such as fences and locks on gates; through the use of signage;
making the site more difficult to get to through locating car park strategically; increasing ranger presence; by manipulating
the level of facilities (eg high level of facilities encourages visitor use), or controlling access eg through a quota system.

•

Ensure that physical additions to cultural landscapes such as gates, signs and fences do not detract from significance. This
may require redesign of standard parks furniture.

•

Foster a 'culture of care' for cultural landscapes and their features, through visitor education, provision of information such
as pamphlets, etc

•

Include an assessment of visitor numbers, activities and impacts in the monitoring programme for the landscape. Include
impacts on both cultural and other landscape features.
Planning must take account of possible long-term changes in visitor use of the site. 6.4.6 Examples

•

The Franklin Chalet in Namadgi National Park is a highly intact wooden ski lodge of unique construction built in the 1930s
by the Canberra Alpine Club. It is an important feature in a landscape that still contains much evidence of the Club's early
skiing activities. Although the site is accessible by car, vandalism has been reduced through relocating the carpark some
distance from the Chalet, applying what Ranger Brett McNamara refers to as the 'one-stubby principle': 'If the carpark is
situated more than a stubby's walk away from the site,' says Brett, 'we find the problem visitors prefer to stay by the Esky...'
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6.5 Providing access to Alps cultural landscapes
6.5.1 Background
The management of access to cultural landscapes and landscape features is an important part of maintaining the cultural
and other values of parks landscapes.
6.5.2 Types of access
Access includes provision of information about sites (eg through pamphlets, maps, guides; information boards); signage
and markers directing people to places; and the construction and maintenance of walking tracks, roads and car parks etc.
6.5.3 Management considerations
Positive implications of providing access to cultural landscapes:
•

Facilitates visitor use of parks features for interpretive, educational and recreational purposes.

•

By facilitating visitor use of cultural landscapes, access helps raise the public profile of these areas and their features. This
helps build a strong support base for their continued conservation and management.

•

Good access facilitates maintenance and management.

•

Provision of access can be used to control visitor impacts and use of places.

•

Providing planned and properly constructed access can reduce impacts by taking pressure off uncontrolled and degraded
access points and paths etc.

Negative implications of providing access to cultural landscapes:
•

May contribute to overuse of the landscape.

•

May degrade or threaten vulnerable or unsecured landscapes and features, eg through increased vandalism or removal of
objects.

•

The provision of access may intrude on or degrade cultural landscape values, such as the sense of isolation and
abandonment.

Negative implications for other parks values of providing access
•

Facilitates weed invasion following road or path construction as a result of:
- contaminated machinery or materials entering the landscape;
- the introduction of seed carried in by people, animals or vehicles,
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- the creation of disturbed environments suited to weed growth.
•

Facilitates the spread of feral animals eg Indian Mynah, Sparrow.

•
•

Increases the risk of fire.
Increases the risk of introducing sail and plant pathogens.

6.5.4 See also:
Managing visitor impacts.
6.5.5 Guidelines
•

The level, type, and location of access should be consistent with the management objectives for the landscape, and should
be addressed in the conservation management plan. Factors to consider include:
- significance of the landscape, - sensitivity
of the landscape,
- character, type, and size of the landscape,
- interpretive and recreational value of the landscape,
- level, type and impact of visitor uses occurring at present,
- appropriate/desirable level and type of visitor uses for the landscape as determined in the conservation
management plan,
- expected visitor demand for access to the site in the future.

•

Provision of physical access must not degrade the cultural and other values of the landscape. Make sure to:
- choose the appropriate type of access (eg roads and carparks are likely to have most impact, while foot
tracks and paths have less)
- use methods and materials in construction that are consistent with local methods and materials or with
cultural landscape features (eg similar scale, grades, road widths, construction and surfacing materials)
- avoid damage to relics, features and vegetation - historical and archaeological survey of landscape and sites
required prior to construction of access routes, to serve as a guide for the location of access facilities (this
should form part of the conservation management plan)
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- minimise impact of drainage from roads, carparks and paths (ensure there is no alteration to drainage,
hydrology or nutrient status which may affect vegetation, ensure no turbid runoff flows into waterways
etc)
- minimise erosion risk (eg revegetate exposed batter faces with locally indigenous plant materials, or avoid
exposed surfaces through careful construction and design)
- minimise visual impact on cultural landscape - how does access affect the landscape, as viewed from both
within the landscape, and from important vantage points outside it? (eg roads, carparks, signage)
- minimise the risk of introducing weeds into the landscape during construction activity (decontaminate
machinery before commencing work in a new area, ensure materials used are weed free).
•

Research original access routes, and decide if these are suitable as new access routes. Original access routes can be used
only if their values are not destroyed in the process of upgrading eg the values of a bridle track may be lost through
upgrading to a road meeting modern motor vehicle standards, although it may tolerate use as a walking path.

•

Control of access to sites is an important aspect of visitor management. Methods to reduce visitor numbers or impacts
through control of access include:
- locked gates and barriers over roads, tracks, paths
- signs on roads, tracks, paths or boundaries prohibiting general access
- placement of carparks at a distance from sites (distance acts as a 'filter') - fencing (post and
wire, low rail etc)
- withholding information on the location of sites and how to get there
- placing limits on the number of people who can access a site or landscape (eg booking, ballot, wait
in-turn, first-come-first-served systems etc)
- placement of access roads, tracks and paths etc to direct people away from sensitive areas.

•
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Cost of providing, managing and maintaining access must be considered and budgeted for (eg clearing and grading tracks,
maintaining drainage, revegetating degraded access areas etc).

Limit or reduce access, or access not
necessary
High impact of providing access on cultural
landscape values
Vulnerable and unsecured site at risk from
visitors
High public safety risks in access (eg steep
tracks)
Place distant from other visitor destinations
Low interpretive, recreational value
High cost of providing and maintaining access
Access not required for management purposes
Low level of existing or projected visitor demand
Access has no value in managing visitors to
reduce impacts

Access acceptable
Low impact on cultural landscape values
Robust and secure landscape and features
Low public safety risks
Proximity to other visitor destinations
High interpretive, recreational value
Low cost of providing and maintaining access
Access required for management purposes
High level of existing or projected visitor
demand
Access useful in managing visitors to reduce
impacts

6.5.6 Examples
Access at Island Bend
Access to the former hydroelectricity workers' settlement of Island Bend already exists in the form of a network of
macadamised roads. If further access was required, asphalt-surfaced vehicle tracks could be provided. Being of similar scale,
type and material, such access would be consistent with the original fabric, and would therefore have minimal impact on the
values of the site. It would be necessary, however, to indicate that any new roads were not part of the original fabric.
Access to Currango Homestead
The original access to Currango was via the original road and driveway below the homestead complex. This gave a sense of
the relationship of the settlement to the extensive open plain below. The trees around the homestead were important landmarks
visible from a great distance - these still exist today. As the driveway is still relatively intact, and its scale and construction is
consistent with its use as a modern vehicular entry, it could be reinstated as the entry to the property. This would contribute to
the original sense of place and would reveal meanings associated with the layout and location of the property. The driveway
would need to be monitored, however, for damage from increased use by motorised vehicles, and managed accordingly.
[Photo]
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6.6 Determining the appropriate level of visitor facilities for Alps cultural landscapes
6.6.1 Background
Visitor use of cultural landscapes is often accompanied by a demand for visitor services, such as roading, parking and toilet
facilities. There may also be demands for further development of commercial activities. The basic rule is to minimise
intervention in cultural landscapes, and to ensure that any interventions do not detract from cultural landscape values. This
depends in part on the ability of the landscape to absorb facilities without the loss of values.
6.6.2 Management considerations
Positive implications of providing facilities in cultural landscapes:
•

•

May facilitate visitor use of a site thereby fulfilling an important National Parks function.
May assist in control of visitor use and activity, with potential to minimise negative impacts. Negative implications of

providing facilities:
•

May detract from or degrade cultural landscape values (eg McClelland et al 1990:23), for instance by intruding visually, or
impinging on the sense of isolation or abandonment.

•

May encourage overuse of the landscape.

•

Facilities may become attractions in themselves, thereby detracting from the experience of primary parks values that
cannot be experienced outside parks environments (Sax 1980:87-90). This may include picnic and barbeque facilities,
commercial facilities and resort facilities.

6.6.3 See also
Visitor use; Access; Assessing interpretive value, Interpreting Alps cultural landscapes, Appropriate level of interpretation
facilities
6.6.4 Guidelines
•

Assess significance of landscape and landscape features.

•

Assess sensitivity of landscape to intrusion by facilities.

•

Evaluate the interpretive and recreational value of the site.

•

Use significance, sensitivity, interpretative value, recreational value, and current and projected visitor use of the site as the
basis for setting levels. of facilities. This should be addressed in the conservation management plan.
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•

Facilities must only support the visitor experience of primary national parks landscape values, rather than being
attractions in themselves (Sax 1980:88-89).

•

Provision of facilities may be used as a means of controlling visitor impacts on cultural landscapes - eg paths, fencing,
signage.

•

Level and type of facilities should reflect the management objectives for the landscape.

•

If the landscape or feature is currently overused and suffering from degradation as a result, removal or reduction of some
existing facilities may help reduce visitor pressure (eg closure of a carpark or removal of picnic facilities).

•

Design and construction of visitor facilities in cultural landscapes must be of a high standard, with minimisation of
impact as a primary objective. New facilities must be identifiable as new additions to the landscape. Note that the
opportunity exists to make a positive contribution to the cultural landscape through excellence in design and construction
- for example, Greg Burgess' Aboriginal cultural and interpretation centre at Gariwerd, Brambuk, or the centre serving a
similar purpose in Uluru National Park.

•

Ensure that facilities can be removed and the site restored to its original condition if this was desired, through appropriate
siting and design, documentation of site prior to construction, and avoiding the destruction of cultural landscape features
etc.

•

Monitor impact of facilities on landscape values. Criteria to include integrity of site, visual impact, fabric of landscape
etc

•

Level of facilities must not degrade cultural landscape values.

Lower level of facilities
appropriate/acceptable

.

Higher level of facilities
appropriate/acceptable

•

High sensitivity of cultural or other landscape
values to intrusion by facilities

Low sensitivity of cultural or other landscape
• values

•

Low interpretative or recreational value of
cultural landscape

High interpretative or recreational value of
• cultural landscape

•

Low current or projected visitor numbers

•

High impact on landscape values of facility
type and design

•

Facilities do not meet primary national parks
objectives ie do not facilitate the experience
of unique natural and cultural environments

•

•
•
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Poor design and construction of facilities
Facilities offer no benefits in reducing
existing negative visitor impacts
Adequate or similar facilities exist nearby

•

•

High current or projected visitor numbers
Low impact of facility type and design

Facilities assist in meeting primary national
• parks objectives ie aid experience of unique
natural and cultural environments
•

Excellence in design and construction

Facilities useful in reducing existing negative
• visitor impacts

•

No similar facilities nearby

6.7 Assessing the interpretive value of Alps cultural landscapes
6.7.1 Background
Assessing the interpretive values of a cultural landscape is necessary, for the purposes of choosing the landscape likely to
yield the greatest interpretive benefits, and in deciding where scarce interpretive resources should be deployed. Assessment
of interpretive value should be undertaken as part of the conservation management plan for the landscape.
6.7.2 Guidelines
The following table sets out the basis for determining which landscapes and features have the best interpretive potential.
High interpretive value, suitable for
interpretation

Low interpretative value, not suitable

Significant Alps themes, features, historic
periods present

Significant Alps themes, features and historic
periods not represented

Other significant themes features and historic
periods present, eg regional, state or national

Other significant themes features and historic
periods not present, eg regional, state or national

Wide range of themes, features and periods
represented

Narrow range of themes, features and periods
represented

Themes and features easily discernible
Features in good condition
Landscape and its features well integrated
Relationships between features, or between
features and themes, easily discernible

Themes and features not easily discernible
Features in poor condition
Landscape and its features poorly integrated
Hard to discern relationships

Much information available on the landscape and
its significance eg historic documents local
histories

Little or no information on the landscape and its
significance

Landscape and features robust, able to tolerate
high degree of use

Landscape and features vulnerable, not robust

Landscape and features secure (eg presence of
easily removable items)

Landscape and features not secure

Landscape is easily accessible

Access poor or difficult

High visitor numbers existing or predictedLow public safety risks

Low visitor numbers
High public safety risks

Low cost of providing facilities and managing
landscape for interpretative and protective
purposes

High cost of providing facilities and managing
landscape for interpretive and protective
purposes

Original uses and activities persisting (continuing
use landscape)

Original uses and activities discontinued (relict
landscape)

Proximity to other visitor destinations

Distant from other visitor destinations
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6.8 Interpreting Alps cultural landscapes
6.8.1 Background
The methods that can be used for interpreting Alps cultural landscapes are similar to those used for interpretation in general.
6.8.2 Methods of interpretation
Methods that can be used include: staffed information centres, information boards and maps, pamphlets, books, self-guided
walks and drives, guided walks and tours, informal ranger presence, displays, commercial tour operators.
6.8.3 Guidelines for interpretation
•

Highlight the most significant features, themes and historic periods represented in the cultural landscape.

•

As far as possible and appropriate, interpret the many layers of history and meaning in the landscape.

•

Try and build a picture based on themes and the interrelationship of themes.

•

Try and place the themes and history of the landscape in the context of the wider Alps story, and if possible, in the context
of regional, state or national events.

•

Describe the site in comparative terms, to help the visitor decide whether this is a unique landscape, whether it was
representative, whether it is the only one of its type left, or whether it is exceptional for any reason etc.

•

Try and draw out the interactions between nature and culture, and between landform and activity, that have shaped this
particular landscape and make it unique.

•

Take the landscape approach in interpretation: draw out the relationship to other crucial cultural or environmental factors
that are essential to the meaning of the place (and therefore form part of the cultural landscape), even though these may be
at some distance from the interpretation site.

•

Try and draw out features and qualities that demonstrate specific adaptations of activities, practices and techniques to
Australian Alps conditions.

•

Stress the dynamic nature of cultural landscape evolution, by comparing present day management and landscape form with
that of the past, thereby interpreting environmental change and landscape processes.

•

Emphasis should be on the provision of information that is essential to the interpretation of the site, that the average person
would be unlikely to know.
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• Ensure that the information provided does not intrude unnecessarily on the observer's experience and enjoyment of the cultural
landscape, and the ability to develop his or her own interpretation of the site. The inclusion of appropriate excerpts from
historical sources may be useful.
•

Include 'site etiquette' information where appropriate.

6.9 Determining an appropriate level of interpretation facilities
6.9.1 Background
In setting an appropriate level of interpretation facilities for a cultural landscape, the right balance must be found between
explaining themes and history adequately, and protecting the unique qualities and significance of the landscape.
6.9.2 Management considerations
Interpretation facilities may detract from cultural landscape values through:
•

introducing new, unsympathetic elements into the landscape;

•

degrading cultural landscape values through physical alteration of the fabric of the site;

•

visual intrusion;

•

imposing an unnecessarily rigid view of history and perspective on the site, thereby not allowing 'room' for the observer to
form and develop and enjoy his or her own view;

•
•

detracting from the desolate character of an abandoned landscape, or
attracting attention to a vulnerable and unsecured site. 6.9.3 See also

Visitor use; Access; Appropriate level of visitor facilities; Assessing the interpretive value of Alps cultural landscapes;
Methods for interpretation of Alps cultural landscapes.
6.9.4 Guidelines
•

Ensure that the landscape and its features are secured (ie that they will not be degraded through the activities of visitors).
Landscapes and their features can be secured, for example, through adequate protection for vulnerable features, and the safe
storage of movable items).

•

Ensure that the level of interpretive facilities is consistent with the objectives for the landscape and its interpretive value, as
set out in the conservation management plan.

•

Ensure that the facilities are in keeping with the character of the landscape (scale, design, materials, construction).
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•

Ensure that the interpretive facilities do not intrude unnecessarily on the observer's experience of the cultural landscape.

•

Ensure that the design and construction of interpretive facilities are of a high standard.

•

Where provision of interpretive materials onsite is likely to intrude on or degrade the landscape, materials may be
provided at a location some distance away such as a carpark or parks office. Alternatively, portable information such as
pamphlets or booklets may be used.

Low level of interpretive facilities acceptable
or appropriate

High level of interpretive facilities acceptable
or appropriate

Low interpretive value of landscape
Highly vulnerable and poorly secured landscape
at risk from visitor impacts

High interpretive value of landscape
Robust and well secured landscape

Inaccessible
Low existing or predicted visitor numbersCultural and other landscape values vulnerable to
intrusion by interpretive equipment and furniture

Access good
High existing or predicted visitor numbers
Cultural and other landscape values vulnerable to
intrusion by interpretive equipment and furniture

Other similar landscapes or features interpreted
nearby

No similar landscapes or features interpreted
nearby

High costs of providing facilities and
management for interpretive purposes and
protection of landscape

Low costs of providing facilities and
management for interpretive purposes and
protection of landscape

Low quality of design and construction of
interpretive facilities

High quality of design and construction of
interpretive facilities

Distant from other visitor destinations
High public safety risks

Close to other visitor destinations
Low public safety risks

6.9.5 Example
Interpretation facilities at Willis
Willis is a place on the NSW-Victorian border along the Barry Way, with a rich history of occupation and movement. It
includes evidence of Aboriginal occupation, early surveying activities, and intercolonial administrative arrangements.
Interpretive facilities are of a high standard of design and construction. They are appropriately located at a traditional
stopping point. This location itself interprets the landscape: it is flat open, suitable for breaking a difficult journey, and
inviting rest and refreshment with its good access to the Snowy River. The area's administrative and surveying histories are
evident nearby: both the original state boundary markers and the site of the former border control point can be seen from the
interpretation board. The place has extremely high interpretive value.
The display provided is both evocative and informative, containing interesting information that is not common knowledge,
and that enables the observer to interpret not only this particular site, but also the landscape he or she has just travelled
through. At the same time, the various Alps, state and interstate historic themes are introduced. The landscape changes
resulting from
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European land use are interpreted with a minimum of intrusion, through the use of original material from explorers' diaries and
the presentation of factual information. This allows visitors to draw their own conclusions, and to experience the landscape in
their own individual ways.
6.10 Traditional and continuing use of Alps cultural landscapes
6.10.1 Background
Traditional use
Generally, the term traditional use applies to traditional practices of indigenous peoples that have occurred in a landscape over a
long period of time (McClelland et al 1990), such that the landscape and the practice have to an extent evolved together. A
characteristic of many such landscapes is their relative stability, with human activities remaining within the landscape's
ecological ability to sustain production and absorb change. Traditional Scandinavian hunting and agricultural practices that co
evolved with the new landscapes created by the retreating ice over 7,000 years are an example.
Australian traditional use landscapes are generally associated with Aboriginal occupation. There is evidence, for instance,
that Australian flora and fauna have co-evolved with Aboriginal land management practices over 40.000 years.
By contrast, European agricultural and resource extraction practices in Australia, are relatively new. The application of methods
unsuited to Australian environments and conditions have resulted in serious environmental damage, such as soil erosion,
alteration to hydrological regimes and decline of plant and animal diversity. Such practices cannot be considered as 'traditional
uses', both by virtue of their relative youth, and because they outstrip the capacity of the environment to absorb ecological
change. In the context of European landuse in the Alps, such uses can be described as 'established' uses. rather than traditional
uses. Where such uses have been discontinued in the Alps National Parks, they are best referred to as 'former' uses.
Continuing use
'Continuing use' refers to the continuation of activities that were undertaken in a landscape before a set date, regardless of their
age, association with indigenous peoples, or sustainability. Many established activities deemed to be incompatible with
primary national parks objectives have been largely discontinued in the Alps National Parks. Forestry and mining are two
examples.
Continuation of established uses is considered to add to the cultural value and integrity of a landscape, giving it a rich and
complex layering of cultural meaning. In some cases there is an argument for continuing use, as a conservation treatment
applied to a significant cultural landscape, such as a pastoral landscape.
6.10.2 Types of activities in the Alps with continuing uses
Many landuse activities in the Alps have been discontinued, particularly those that are considered to be contrary to the primary
national parks management objectives. Those that are considered to be compatible with parks management objectives, on the
other hand, have continued, such as recreation, water harvesting, conservation and scientific research. Other activities have been
discontinued in
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some parks or in some areas, but continue to a limited extent elsewhere. These include some pastoral activities such as bush
and alpine grazing and associated movement of stock (transhumance), brumby running, limited forest harvesting, and
beekeeping.
6.10.3 Management considerations
Positive implications of continuing uses in Al s cultural landscapes•
•

Practices of long-term user groups may have cultural significance, perhaps representing unique practices or activities
discontinued elsewhere.

•

Long-term users of parks landscapes may have extremely valuable skills and first-hand historical, ecological and
environmental knowledge.

•

In some cases, the activities of established users may be vital to the maintenance of significant cultural landscape
characteristics.

•

The continuation of an activity allows research into its role in landscape formation and management to occur.

•

Continuing users may serve as important, informal interpreters of Alps parks landscapes and history to the public.

Negative implications of continuing uses in Alps cultural landscapes:
•

The granting of continuing use rights for certain activities may have significant negative impact on primary parks values,
such as flora and fauna conservation, soil and water conservation, wilderness value and aesthetic value.

•

Some continuing uses may be in direct conflict with the spirit and content of Alps parks management plans and Park
Service objectives.

6.10.4 See also:
Assessing the interpretive value of Alps cultural landscapes; Management of animals in Alps cultural landscapes; Management
of exotic vegetation, Management of indigenous vegetation.
6.10.5 Guidelines
•

Document, record and research continuing use activities.

•

Monitor impacts of continuing use activities.

•

Document and record discontinued former uses through oral histories and other research.
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•

Documentation and recording should include the experiences of old-timers, particularly those with a good depth of
skills, knowledge and first-hand experience. Record oral histories and conduct site visits.

•

Hold skills workshops for parks staff, works crews and community groups active in parks management, in which longterm, continuing users representatives can pass on their skills.

•

Establish good communication channels with individuals and groups representing continuing or former users, and consult
with them as appropriate. Their attachments to places in the Alps parks must be taken into account in planning and
management, and consideration given to maintaining these people's associations and cultural links wherever possible.

•

To decide whether activities in parks should continue, assess their compatibility with and impact on primary parks
objectives. Incompatible activities with significant impacts should be discontinued. Ecological sustainability serves as a
useful guide. This should consider such factors as maintenance of plant and animal species and communities (eg from the
point of view of species composition, frequency, structure, age structure, replacement), maintenance of soil systems and
hydrological regimes, and so on.

•

Where activities are to be discontinued, interpretation should be undertaken to offset the loss of meaning. The more
culturally significant the activity, the more extensive and detailed the interpretation should be.

6.10.6 Useful references
Oral History Association of Australia (1992) Oral history handbook 2nd ed Oral History Association of Australia
(South Australian Branch), Adelaide
6.11 Community groups 6.11.1 Background
Community groups are generally comprised of users with a non-professional - most often recreational - interest in the Alps
parks. Community group interests range from parks in general, to particular parks, through to a special class of parks features
(eg forestry relics, fauna, flora etc) or parks management activities. The interests of community groups may be sympathetic to
or antagonistic to cultural landscape management. Note, however, that more groups are recognising the importance of cultural
landscape conservation. The ACT National Parks Association, for instance, has recently amended its constitution to include
reference to cultural features.
Community groups are important in parks management from a number of points of view.
•

They may have played an important part in having the land declared as national park (eg Namadgi National Park).

•

They may represent a significant number of parks users, thereby providing a focus for effective communication of parks
policy and user education
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• They may assist in various cultural landscape management activities in parks, such as research, repairs to historic
structures and vegetation management. Note that some community groups possess unique skills and expertise with
relevance to some aspects of cultural landscape management.
•

They may be important politically in mobilising support for or against particular parks cultural landscape policies or
management actions.

6.11.2 Types of community groups
Common community groups include 'Friends of groups (eg Friends of Currango), national parks groups (eg Victorian National
Parks Association), heritage groups, historical societies, groups with an interest in a particular type of parks feature (eg
Kosciusko Huts Association),. flora and fauna study groups, and recreational user groups. Educational institutions can be
included here, in terms of providing assistance for cultural landscape management activities. TAFE horticultural course
practical exercises and field days should not be forgotten.
6.11.3 Management considerations
A number of issues must be considered in relation to community groups and cultural landscape management in parks:
•

Involving community groups in planning and management can reduce conflict in relation to cultural landscapes and
landscape features.

•

Involvement of community groups can increase sense of ownership of cultural landscapes and cultural landscape features
in parks. This may be important in mobilising support for cultural landscape policies and management actions.

•

Community groups may be able to provide a range of cultural landscape services (such as research, maintenance) that
would otherwise not be available. The Kosciusko Huts Association, for example, plays a central role in the management of
huts in both Namadgi and Kosciusko National Park.

•

Co-ordination and supervision of community group activity may require much time and staff involvement.

•

As for any activity in parks, public safety and liability issues need to be addressed in relation to community group
involvement.

6.11.4 See also
Traditional and continuing use.
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6.11.5 Guidelines Consultation and education
•

Incorporate community consultation as part of the parks planning process. Adequate consultation and proper planning at
the outset will help minimise conflict with community groups at later stages.

•

Maintain contact with appropriate community groups during the course of planning and working on areas, features and
activities of common interest. Note the importance of undertaking this contact in a broader planning context, to minimise
the chances of community groups gaining control of the agenda.

•

Ensure that clear explanations of cultural landscape management decisions are conveyed to interested community groups,
outlining the reasons why decisions are taken.

•

Communicate the importance of cultural landscape conservation and appropriate user behaviour through community
groups. This may include preparation of items for group newsletters or magazines, talks, meetings with representatives,
field demonstrations etc. For community groups whose interests are specialised, educational emphasis will need to be on
the multilayered characteristics of cultural landscapes.

Assistance from community groups
Several points must be borne in mind when the assistance of community groups is sought. Obviously, most of these practices
are standard for parks staff already.
•

Where possible and appropriate (eg with respect to Parks Service policy), encourage the involvement of community
groups in cultural landscape management. This may include assistance with research (eg historical societies), maintenance
of historic structures (eg hut maintenance), vegetation management (weed or regeneration control, revegetation of
degraded areas, documentation and preservation of significant exotic vegetation), surveys (environmental change, visitor
use and impacts).

•

Ensure that all work is done according to a conservation management plan, prepared in accordance with these guidelines.
Conservation management plans must be consistent with planning objectives for the landscape set out in the general parks
management plans.

•

Clear instructions and supervision are required for community groups when working on cultural landscapes and features.
Investigate the possibility of coordinating with works crew activities, to minimise supervision requirements.

•

Build community group skills in cultural landscape and landscape feature management, through provision of information,
field days, traditional skills days.

•

Ensure all public safety, public liability and insurance issues are addressed before allowing community groups to undertake
work .on cultural landscapes or landscape features. Refer to
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relevant Parks Service policy and procedures documents, or the appropriate section of Service head office.
•

Ensure all union issues are addressed before allowing community groups to undertake work in parks. Refer to relevant
Parks Service policy and procedures, appropriate union etc.

6.11.6 Example
Skills days held by Kosciusko Huts Association
Kosciusko Huts Association holds skills training days, where expert, established users teach Association members and
others skills in building and maintenance of structures.
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Appendix 1: Assessments and significance statements for Currango and Kiandra A) Currango Homestead and
landscape
Statement of significance
1. Currango is the largest and most intact example of permanent settlement above the snowline in Australia, with more than
twenty-five remaining buildings and ruins spanning 150 years of settlement, reflecting the evolution of the place.
2. The present complex is built on the site of one of the first white settlements on the high plains: the 1850 homestead of
Thomas O'Rourke. It is possible that the shed was part of the original homestead.
3. The buildings exhibit a wide range of vernacular construction techniques, including vertical slab.... Several of the larger
buildings feature weatherboard construction, and this represents the second use of milled timber in a high plains
homestead, subsequent to the miner's cottage of Gooandra.
4. The arrangement of buildings into clusters separated and defined by the landscape reflects the social standing and
relationships which existed during the major pastoral period from 1913-1946.
5. The landscape features and similarity in form, colour, and texture of the buildings, give the site and aesthetic character
which reflects the desire of the early inhabitants to recreate an English park-like setting.
6. The large pine trees form a distinctive landmark visible for some distance across the plains. This is a graphic reminder of the
past use of the area and the homestead's importance as a social centre.
7. The site is associated with prominent pastoral interests including Thomas ORourke, Arthur Triggs, and the Australian
Estate and Mortgage Co.
8. Currango is important to the local community both as the home of Tom and Molly Taylor for
over 40 years and as an important social centre on the high plains for more than 100 years.
9. Currango has been used for low-key recreational accommodation continuously since the 1930's. It remains the only facility of
its type in the Park, and one of the longest running accommodation facilities in the Snowy Mountains. '(NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service n.d.)
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B) Kiandra
Statement of cultural significance
1. Kiandra Village precinct is culturally significant as the site of a mid-19th Century Australian gold mining town. This
significance is enhanced by evidence of the satellite towns which sprung up in the surrounding area.
2. Despite the loss of most of the built environment, the mining landscape and remaining built features present a' ghost town'
image that is a poignant reminder of an important historical event in the evolution of Australian society.
3. The significance of Kiandra as a gold mining town is primarily related to its unique geographical setting and the influences that
extreme climatic conditions imposed on the town's social and economic activity at the time.
4. During the gold mining boom of the 1860's it was the highest permanent town above the snowline in Australia.
5. Although short lived, the gold rushes at Kiandra had a profound impact on the surrounding region, through the development of
both local and regional transport networks.
6. Subsequent pastoral and economic expansion in the Monaro region was facilitated by roads that were originally constructed to
service gold mining at Kiandra and the surrounding district.
7. Kiandra is also significant as the birthplace of skiing in Australia. Introduced by immigrant diggers, the sport of snow-shoeing
quickly became popular and epitomises the adage of 'necessity being the mother of invention'.
8. The country's first snow shoe club .... was established at Kiandra in the 1870s. The T-bar, an innovation to carry skiers up
slopes, was first used in Australia at Kiandra. It is still in use at the nearby ski resort of Mt Selwyn.
9. ...The massive tourism industry developed to service the sport in Kosciusko National Park owes its origins to Kiandra.
10. Kiandra ...[is] a significant repository of historical data associated with gold mining techniques. There is evidence of all the
different techniques of mining which provide a chronological record of the development of the history of mining.
11. The remains at New Chum Hill, and water races at Pollocks Gully .... are particularly good examples of their type....
12. Kiandra is highly socially significant to local communities who retain strong cultural ties with the place. For them it
symbolises the forbearance of their ancestors, many of whom went on to create the grazing history that has immortalised
Kosciusko National Park.
The extant structures at Kiandra have varying degrees of cultural significance but in general significance is enhanced because of
the loss of other fabric....' (Feary 1995)
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Appendix 2: Examples of conservation policy A) Kiandra draft study
The Kiandra draft study provides an example of a statement of conservation policy (Feary 1995). It includes the following
recommendations: 
Constraints arising from the statement of cultural significance
1. The... statement attaches a high degree of significance to the natural environmental setting and the mining landscape....
....as a complex [the buildings] are integral to understanding the original townscape.
Conservation policies will be directed towards preserving both the existing aesthetic qualities of both the natural and
cultural environment.
2. The predominantly tussock grasslands of the Kiandra plain, surrounded by low woodland on the ridges and dissected by the
rivers and streams, provide an important backdrop for the cultural elements.
3. They are reminiscent of the harsh weather conditions that were endured during the gold rush period and are particularly
evocative when viewed from high points around the plain.
4. The views that visitors experience when approaching from the southeast..., are important and are to be preserved.
5. The air of desolation of Kiandra has a special significance in that it reflects the decay of a once thriving township. No
attempts will be made to recreate any of the buildings that were once present
6. All mining landscape features will be protected from development and where feasible, from the effects of the natural
processes of erosion....
General policies...
•

That the remaining buildings, features, mining landscape, townscape remnants, natural landscape, and archaeological
remains be conserved....

•

That visitors be encouraged to use Kiandra through the provision of improved facilities and opportunities for a wide range
of recreational uses.

•

That visitors be encouraged to appreciate Kiandra's history through the installation of more interpretive facilities.

Specific policies...
•
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The curtelage of the courthouse is to be restored as far as possible by the removal of inappropriate structures and by
landscape management...

The mining landscape is to be recorded and preserved through active erosion control...
•

Exotic plantings will be identified and maintained.

•

Matthews' Hut will be reconstructed to its original 1890 appearance. Later additions will be removed and the picket
fence reinstated. Consideration will be given to moving the hut back from the [new] road to restore the original curtelage
which has been destroyed by highway construction....

•

The cemetery will be preserved and interpretive material will be improved. '(Feary 1995) B) Currango

Conservation Plan
As well as detailing policy in the above fashion, the Currango Conservation Plan sets out information in tabular form (NSW
NPWS n.d:26):
COMPLEX A
The Homestead
Meat shed
Chicken shed
STRUCTURES
Sheepyards and dip
Slaughteryards
Bridges
Telecom transmission tower

Conserve the fabric to show the various stages of
alterations and reconstruct...
May be adapted for a new use...
No active management....

Preserve site and interpret...
Reconstruct...
No active management...
May be removed....

PLANTINGS
Deliberate plantings
Replace plants reaching limit of their life
Self-sown weeds __________________________________ Remove weeds and wildings
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